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ABSTRACT

A body of research suggests that the eye cosmettc Surma poses a threat

to the health of its users. In particular, Surma is frequently found to contain

a high percentage of lead in the form of galena (pbs). The South Asian

population of winnipeg, canada was the target population for this

examination of the use and safety of. Surma and lhjat, a similar substance.

The goals of the research were to determine the extent of. Surmø and,

Køial use in Winnipeg, to identify their contents and contaminants and to

collect all data in such a way as to maximize its utiliry in the event that a

significant risk to their users was established.

Fifty informal interviews were conducted. Information regarding

informants behavior, history, socio-demographic status and knowledge

about Surma and KøiaI was solicited to produce a profile of SurmalKajnl

users and an understanding of the history and meaning behind the

traditions. Surma and Kaial samples were collected and subjected to analysis

of their chemical contents (including lead) and their microbial

contaminants.

Many Surma samples were found to be heavily contaminated with

bacteria, yeasts and molds. As well, thirteen of nineteen contain ed, STVo or

more lead. Analysis of. Kajal samples was less successful, the five subjected

to chemical analysis had only small amounts of lead. No link between

region of origin of a sample and its contents was observed.

Surma and Kaial are used for a variety of reasons including their

medicinal properties, aesthetics, warding off the evil eye, and religion.

Modern Surma and Kajal use continues a thousands of years old tradition.

While the use of these products is dedining somewhat among younger

1V



South Asians, Kajel is still used in 24Vo artd Surma tn tSVo of households

sampled.

Although acculturation is affecting these traditioru, steps are still

necessary to e¡rsu¡e that high-lead Surmas do not harsr those most

vulnerable to lead poisoning. Community consultation, discor¡¡se with

South Asian physiciaru and the promotion of testíng of, surmas in use

should be undertaken to reduce the risks while maintaining respect for the

antiquity and integrig of the Eaditio¡u.
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surma, I(ajal, Kohl, Lead, plumbism, contaminants, cosmetics, Eyeliner,
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Surma and Kaial are two medicinal eye cosmetics that are used on a

daily basis by countless thousands or, in all likelihood, millions of the

inhabitants of Pakistan, Bangladesh, India and sri Lanka. Thousand.s of

years old, these South Asian traditions are maintained in canada by

individuals who have emigrated from these countries and their

descendants. These practices, in particular the use of Sttrma, have recently

garnered attention in the international medical literature because they are

frequently found to contain lead.

I first became aware of the existence of Surma through a nurse of
German descent. In the maternity ward of a British Columbia hospital, she

shared a room with an 'East Indian'lady. When her roommate's child was

brought to her after delivery, the mother immediately applied a black

eyeliner to its eyes. The nu¡ses then took the child away and washed the

make-up off. The mother reapplied it and the nurses removed it several

times, causing great distress to the mother, who for a time covered her head

with her bedsheet and refused to hold the child. The situation was finally

resolved when the child's father arrived and convinced the nursing staff to

allow the make-up to remain on. I became curious as to why this cosmetic

could be so important to the young mother.

I quickly came uPon a small number of recent British medical articles

referring to 'Kohl' or'surmø' concerning health risks associated with the

cosmetics' ingredients, particularly galena (lead sulphide, pbs). Although

these articles contained occasional references to religious or cultural



traditions associated with Surma use, these were not explored in detail.

When three acquaintances of Asian Indian descent confirmed. that Surma

was indeed used by members of their ethnic group in Winnipeg, I decided to

initiate a research project to explore the maintenance of this tradition in
winnipeg. Initially trained as a biological anthropologist, I attempted to

follow the trail indicated in the British medical literature and investigate

the possible benefits and/or dangers of the use of Surma by immigrants

from South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka) in Winnipeg.

Statement of the Problem

The goals of this research were fourfold: to determine the extent of

Surma and Kajat use in Winnipeg, to detail the cultural context of their

uses, to gather information regarding the contents and safety of locally used

surmas artd IGjaIil and to collect all this information in such a way as to

maximize its utility in the event that a significant risk to their users was

established. This research project is in effect testing the fouowing

hypothesis:

Surma and KajøI are products that contain contaminants that are

potentially harmful to their users. surma and Ihjal are used by

south Asians and canadians of south Asian descent in winnipeg.

By identifying the socio-demographic profile of the users as part of

an ethnographic study, data that could be useful in reducing the

health risks associated with the use of surmalKajat will be

produced.

To test the validig of the medical concerns surrounding surma,r

secured laboratory testing of. Surma and Kajnl samples and, conducted



interviews with South Asian immigrants for the purpose of ascertaining

the motivations and characteristics oÍ surma and. Kajat users and non-

users. My intent was to use this information to both identify the forces that

act on the maintenance/abandonment of these traditional practices and to

identify those groups at highest risk of exposure to lead. As well,

appropriate strategies to target and educate the members of those groups

could be conshucted follo*ing the collection and analysis of the data.

Sources of Information

Meeting my goals meant composing as comprehensive an image of

surma use in winnipeg as possible. To the best of my knowledge, no other

researcher has undertaken a project that comprehensively investigates the

microbial, chemical, and ethnographic aspects of surm¿ and I&jaI use.

Holism as a research orientation is usually the arena of the anthropologist

and anthropologists up to this point in time have not investigated the

cultural context of Surma and Kajal.It has been necessary, therefore, to rely

in part on non-anthropological sources for information on surma and,

r*jol.sources utilized can be divided into three categories:

1) Library - I have engaged in ongoing library research in the scientific

medical literature, in the areas of South Asian and Islamic medicine, in

Islamic, Hindu and Sikh religious literature, in the folklore and history of

south Asia, in the archaeolow of the ancient Indus River valley, and. on

South Asians in North America. This has included extensive use of

interlibrary loan services as well as material loaned by Dr. Terence Day,

Professor at the Department of Religion, University of Manitoba and several

local informants.



2) Laboratory - I personally conducted microbial testing on locally

collected surma samples. The samples were tested for the presence of
bacterial and mould/fungat contaminants. Surm¿ and kpt samples were

also subjected to chemical analysis by the University of Manitoba Geological

Sciences laboratory. A variety of elements, including lead, sulphur and

antimony were quantitatively tested for.

3) Field - My general approach to fieldwork and conduct in the field
was based in part on Tosuner-Fikes (1992210-3¡6) and pelto and pelto

(1990:269-29n.Lconducted 50 interviews in the cou¡se of my research. I
visited homes, places of business, and religious gatherings. My sampling

methods were derived from Honingman (1970:266-2gl) and Berna¡d

(1988:82-98). Interviews that took place in the informants'homes provided

the best opportunity for informal, friendly discussions. I consulted Bernard

(1988:82-98) and Agar (1980:84-90) in developing the interview structure.

containers of, surma and Kajal, when present in the home were usually

voluntarily produced early in the visit. This allowed me to ask for small

samples for testing with good chances of success. Additionally the

application of the cosmetics and in two cases their preparation were

spontaneously demonstrated for my benefit. Other cosmetics and med.icinal

preparations were occasionally brought out for me to see and taste.

It was my goal not to repeat work that other resea¡chers had already

done. While several studies have recorded the presence of lead in Surmø,

all of these studies were limited in one or more ways. First, the studies of

lead in Surma did not always provide measures of the amount of lead

present, nor describe the physical characteristics of 'low-lead'vs. 'high lead'

Surmas. Those that did measure the amount of lead generally assumed. that

the lead was present in the form of lead sulphide, but did not test this



assurnption. Also, no researchers, with the exception of Aslam et øt. (1979),

tested for alternative ingredients in Sur¡ns. A¡rtimony sulphide (Stibnite,

SbZS3), for example, is frequently indicated in traditional sources as the basic

ingredient. Moreover, with the exception of Aslam et al. (1979), Knjal was

not mentioned in the scientific studies, even though its character and use

are similar to that oÍ Surma.

Additionalln although a small number of researchers have examined

the frequency of or reasons behind Surma use, these studies were done in a

very perfirnctory manner, without any consideration for the socio-

demographic characteristic of users and non-users. Such factors as economic

status, age and religion might reasonably be expected to influence Surmø

and Knial use; yet these have been completely ignored. As previously stated,

no studies have combined the scientific and ethnographic approaches to

produce a comprehensive profile of use of surmølKajal in any given

population. Ttris is extremely unfortunate, because iÍ, Surma or Kajal pose a

risk to their users, many thousands of people in canada and millions

worldwide could be exposing themselves to unnecessary risks. Although

mostly used in South Asian and Middle Eastern counüies, Surma and its

counterparts are also found in Africa and in cor¡ntries into whictr these

groups have migrated (Perry and Eaton, t99l); in other words, almost

everywhere.

Targeting ttre most likely users of surmøfiGjat within these groups

would mean that dollars that go toward the prevention of Surmause could

be more effectively allocated. An understanding of the culturally

determined value of Surma in these societies would not only enrich our

knowledge about these cultures but also ensure that any'educational'

Progïtuu; are designed in a respecÚd cuttnrally appropriate, and effective



manner. Finally, if Surma use does constitute a health threat, studies done

among immigrant populations can be used to encourage closer examination

of Surma use in home countries where their use is far more frequent. In
Indian medical literature, for example, potential dangers associated with the

use of Surma are barely acknowledged.

Structure of Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as fo[ows: Following the

introduction are a demographic profile of the South Asian population in

Winnipeg, including a brief history of their immigration to Canada and a

description of the sample population (Chapter 2). Next, the properties of
surma and Kajal, the modes of their production, the means of their

application and the antiquity of their use throughout the world are

desctibed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 focuses on the treaEnent of SurmalKajal

in eaditional South Asian and Islamic literatu¡e. Chapter 5 outlines the

methods for the ethnographic portion of the project, and the results of that

ethnographic research follow in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 reviews the current

scientific and medical literature concerning Surmø and Kajat use and their

dangers. chapter 8 describes the laboratory tests conducted on locally

collected Surma andlØjal samples and their results. Chapters 9 and 10

recapitulate significant findings and indicate further directions for research.

6
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CHAPTER 2

THE POPI'IATION

Canada is a nation that is comprised largely of imrnigrants and their

descendants. In 7986, approximately sixteen percent of the total population

of canada was born in another coturtry (Fleras and Elliot, 1991:45). The

balance of new arrivals to Canada has changed over the last century from

Anglo-French to other European to most recently Asian and African

(Frideres, 7992). Culrural pluralism has become such a prevailing fact of

Canadian life that the Federal Government, building on the Commission

on Bilingualism and Bicultr¡¡alism Statement of L963 and the Federal

"Policy of Multicultu¡alism within a Bilingual Framework" of 7977, passed

the Canadian Multict¡ltu¡alism Act in 1988 (Berry and Laponce, 1994). This

bill recognizes, protects and promotes the cultr¡ral and racial diversity of

Canada and the rights of individuals and com¡nunities of all origins.

Immigration to Canada

south Asian immigrants (originating in Pakistan, Bangladesh, India

and Sri Lanka) in Canada are largely post World War Two arrivals. The tirst

immigrants from India came to Canada in the mid 1800s when the

emancipation of slaves created a shortage of cheap labor in the Americas.

Early Indian imrrtigrants were indentured laborers and semi-skilled ex-

soldiers (largely sikh). By the turn of the century demand increased for

laborers in logging camps, lumber mills, mines, rail¡oads and construction



work on the West Coast. Steamship companies advertised. heavily in the

Punjab, promising economic prosperity in canada. The push of periodic

famine, infertile lands and low wages at home combined with the h¡¡e of
jobs convinced increasing nnrnbers of Indians to set out for Canadian shores

(Chandrasekhar, 1986: 15-18).

The immigrant Indian population of British Columbia increased

from 258 in 1904 to 1500 in Tg}í.Increasing resistance and protest from

whites about the ever-larger number of Asian arrivals conflicted with the

canadian Federal Government's desi¡e to expand the industsial and

manufacturing sectors with the use of Asian labor (Chandrasekhar, 1986:lZ-

19) but in 1908 the Federal Government capitulated. The minimum cash-in-

pocket on arrival demanded of Asian immigrants was raised from $25 to

$200 and arrivals were limited to those who had arrived via a non-stop

voyage. In 1914 a grouP of Siklu residing in Hong Kong decided to test the

laws by chartering a boat for a non-stop voyage to British Coltmbia ([ensen,

1988:130). only 22 passengers (out of 376) who could prove canadian

residency were allowed to disembark the ship (Chandrasekhar, 1986:19-21).

In what was to become known as the Komagata Maru (the ship's name)

Affair, a two month standoff ensued, characterized by food shortages aboard

the ship and violent resistance to an attempt to tow the boat out of harbor.

Finally, negotiations led to the departure of the ship $ensen, 19gg:13s).

Following this incident the door to immigration from India was virrually

dosed for the next 37 years (Chandrasekhar, 1986'19-21).

In 1951, special agreements were made with the governments of

India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka to admit 150 tndians, 100 Pakistanis and 50 Sri

La¡¡kans each year, plus additional relatives to those imurigrants already in

Canada. By the 1960s immigration poliry was becoming increasingly color-



blind, and in 1967 of,ftsal racial quotas and limitations based on race,

national origin, color or religion were eliminated. Ttre resident Asian
Indian population in Canada, which had remained steady at about 2000 then
rose in 1961 to 6,774, to 6g,000 :uc.lgzT and to 11s,000 :u-lg76.The tlpe of
imnigrant coming from India in the latter half on the 20th century was
different from the earlier arrivals. He was likely to be highty educated well
qualified and fluent in the English language (Chandrasekhar, 19g6:22-25).

Today, most Asian Indians prefer to live in urban areas (9SVo as of 19g1) and
most have settled in British columbia and ontario (see Table 1). Economic

incentives and famity ties continue to d,raw recent immigrants to these

provinces in far larger numbers than to the prairie provinces, the Maritimes
or Quebec (Ram, 1986:83,85).

South Asians in Winnipeg

Wirutipeg is the capital and largest city of Manitoba (Marsh,

1985:1950). Its populatiorç as of 1991 was 652,gil(Statistics Canada, 1993:10).

winnipeg lies at approximately the geographic center of canada 100 km
north of the Mi¡uresota border. The city's economic base grew out of its
position as the focus for western expansion of the railroads and from the

marketing, distribution and shipping of agricultr¡¡al and wholesale

products. Winnipeg,Iike many cities, is notable for its ethnic variety, which
it celebrates every year at its Folklorama festival (Marsh, 19g5:1951).

Winnipeg's total South Asian population as of 1991 was g,gZO (Statistics

Canada,1994).

Initially, Asian Indians arone were intended to be the target

population of this study. The difficulty in accomptishing this became

10



Table I Dletrlbutlon of lmmlgrants from lndla by Provlnce of Deslnalon ln Ganada

Province of Destination

Newfoundland

Prince Edward lslard O.2 O.i . O.Z O O

Nova Scotla Z.g 4.g Z.S 0.9 0.6

New Brurswlck 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.3

Quebec 16.7 1T .g t 0.6 B.g 7.1

Ontado 27.7 41.9 4g.g 4g.Z 4t.B

Manltoba 2.8 2.7 g.2 3.5 3.8

Saskabhewan g.T Z.g 2.g O.T O.T
í

Alberta s.g 5.g 6 s.t g.7

Brltlsh Columbla g9 2g.9 gO.2 g2.S 96.4

Yukon & N.W. Territorles O.t O O.l O O.l

Total 
- 

iol roo roo loo too
Number

0.5

Years of lmmigration
1964-66 1e

F

0.4 0.7
1979-77

0.3 0.3



immediately apparent with my first examination of the census data
(Statistics Canada, 7993) to be used in identifying and characterizing the
population. canadian census data recorded the 'ethnic origin' of
respondents, not country of origin, so a 'Bengali' could presumably be from
either India or Bangladesh, and an 'East Indian' could mean an individual
from Eastern India, not necessarily an 'East Indian' as defined by
mainstream Canadian culture. Respondents filled in a blank with the ethnic
label that they felt best described their origins. This self-identification led to
overlap and confusion and made it extremely difficult for me to define my
target population.

However, as ethnic origin, mother tongue and home language are all
asked on census forms, I determined that if I targeted a combined South
Asian population, including immigrants from India, Bangladesh, pakistan

and Sri Lanka and their descendants, data on ethnicity and language would
allow for a more complete, concise profile to be created.. This in turn would
assist me in ensuring that my chosen sample did not grossly misrepresent

the population as a whole.

Canadian census data for 1991 obtained from Statistics Canada
(Statistics Canada, 7994) made possible an analysis of the characteristics of
the south Asian population in winnipeg (a "Target Group profile',) that
could be compared to the general composition of the city of winnipeg as a

whole (Statistics Canada, 1992(A):10-14, (B):10-1g). This profile confirms thar

south Asians in winnipeg are rargely new arrivals, with g6.2jvo or
immigrants having arrived since lgTr,.Immigrants from all countries

combined are split about 50-50 before and after this date. Most South Asians
(70.77vo) arrived as adults (2O+years), a more matwe immigrant group than
that of all immigranb combined, where onry s9.47vo arrived. after 20 or

l2



more years of age (see Table 2). South Asians are more likely to be married

and less likely to be divorced or separated than the general population. The

importance of family life in this group is attested to by the small percentage

of individuals who live alone (19.91Vo) in comparison with Winnipegers in
general (59.48vo). The importance of caring for the elderly in South Asian

groups is d¡amatically demonstrated by the fact that orrty ll.gsvo of

individuals 65 years of age and older who live neither with their spouse or

thei¡ unmarried children live alone. In the general population that rate is

86.96Vo (see Table 3).

In ten¡rs of education and economics, South Asians fare quite well for

an immigrant group. They are more than twice as likely to have a

University degree than the population at large (see Table 4; the country in

whidr the degree was obtained is not stated). Incomes are only slightly lower

than the Winnipeg average (W,614 vs. g36,088 for males, $jZZ,ZOS vs. fi24,765

for females). The r¡nemployment rate for South Asian men is only slightly

lower than that of all men in winnipeg (9.8vo compared to 9.2vo) but this

rate is much lower for women (l2.6vo compared to gvo). The profile of

occupations for South Asian men is very similar to the overall male profile,

the most notable difference being a higher percentage engaged in Industry

and TransPort (39.40 to 31.377o) which may be attributable in part to the large

number of south Asians, in particutar Sikhs, who own and/or operate

taxicabs. South Asian women a¡e less likely to be engaged in Professional

occupatiors (23.68vo vs.3l.73vo) and much more likely to be engaged in

Industry and Transport (22.3Vo :vs. 6.39Vo). (See Table 5) The reasons for these

differences cannot be condr¡sively stated, but women's income in general is

often seen as supplementary and sometimes careers may be considered less

important for women than they are for men. Additionalty, immigrant
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Table 2 lmmlgratlon to Winnlpeg

All Groupe South Aelane
it

Ethnlc
Origlne

Cltlzenship

lmmlgratlon

Single origin
multiple origin

393300
252310

611110
34500

529215
1 13170

381 0
30030

34555
18145
27445
33020

60.29o/o

38.69oÁ

93.680Á
5.zgoh

3.37o/"
26.540Â

30.530Á
16.030Á
24.250A
29.1go6

12.37o/"
28.16o/o

Canadian
Other

7975
I 900

7420
2455

3280
6465
3640
990

70
825

2850
2725

520
1 365

80.80o/o
19.25o/o

75.18o/o
24.87o/o

56.30o/o
1 5.3 1 

o/o

1.08o/o

12.76o/o

44.08o/o

42.15o/o

8.04o/o

21.11o/"

Non-immig.pop
lmmig. pop'n
lmmig born lndia
Born other Asia

lmmig before '61

1 961 -1 970
I 971 -1 980
1981-1991

Age at 0-4 yrs
lmmlgration 5-19 yrs

1 4000
31 870

7300
' Source: Statistics Canada, 1992(A):10-14, (B):10-igtt Source: Statistics Canada, l9g4

4 70.
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Marltal Statue 15+

Table 3 Manlage and Reeldence ln ìfVlnnlpeg

Reeldence;Non-
famlly persons

Total Pop'n
Slngle
Manied
Separated
Widowed
Divorced

Total
Llving w. relatlves
living w. non-rel. only
Living alone

Total
Living with relaüves
llving w. non-rel. only
living alone

Resldence;Non-lamlly
persons 65+ yre.

All Groupe
t

Reeldence;t percone ln economic families S4g97O }S.ZS%

t

tt

5141 70
f 62340
273620

I 6050
37490
31 205

1 15080
20950
25670
68455

331 80
4920
1320

26935

l.rt

Source: Statistics Ganada,
Source: Statistics Canada,

%

31.57o/o

53.22%
3.12To
7.29o/o
6.O7lo

18.20%
22.31%
59.48%

f 4.83%
3.98%

81.18o/o

South Aslan
tt

7125
2110
4400

140
300
175

I 105
715
175
220

230
200

o
30

tched individuals 94125 14.75
I 992(A):10-14, (B):1 0-1 I
1994

%

29.6101o

61.75I"
1.96%
4.21o/o

2.46%

84.71%
15.84%
19.91%

86.96%
0.00%

13.O4To

9425 96.03%
390 3.9



Pop 15-2tf yrs Total

Pop'n 15+yre

Table 4 Educatlon ln lltllnnlpeg

Not attend school
Attend full time
Attend part time

Total
<Grade 9
9-f3 w.o. 2nd cert
9-13 w. 2nd cert
Trades cert. or diploma

W.O. certificate
Wlth certlficate

W.O. degree
W.O. cert.
With certificate

Other non-Unlv.
Educatlon

Unlverelty

Wlnnlpeg
t

o\

95700
38485
50215

7000

514170
55415

I 43430
64405
1 s405

30690
7436s

63755
371 95
26s55

Source: Statistics Canada, 1992(A):1G14, (B):10-lg
Sourcs: Statistics Canada, lg94

40.21%
52.47o/o

7.31"/"

1O.78afo

27.9Ùo/o
12.53o/o
3.00%

South Aelan
it

1710
425

I 155
135

7125
660

I 49s
800
105

250
795

5.97olo

14.46%

24.85%
67.54%

7.89o[o

9.260lo
20.98%
11.23%

1.47%

3.51%
11.16%

12.40yo
7.23olo

5.160/o

1025
640
385

I

14.39%
8.980/6

5.4Ùo/o

.86%



llaleg 15+ yrc

Female¡ 15+ yrr

Table 5 Employment and lncome ln Wnnlpeg

ln labor force
employed
unemployed
unemployment rate
Participation rate
Total
ln labor force
Employed
Unemployed
Unemployment rate
participation rate
All occupations
Professional
Cledcal, sales&seryice
lndustry & Transport
Pdmary Occupatiors
Other
All occupatlons
Professional
Clerical, sales&serulce
lndustry & Transport
Pdmary Occupatiors
Other
Worked full time

Labor forcs-llale¡

llVlnnlpeg
t

Labor forc¡-Female¡

f 88340
171105

17235
9.2

76.1
266770
1 63925
1 50775

13150
I

61.4
I 85665
52175
58415
58235
4500

12330
161275
51165
95580
I 0300

I 075
31 45

$36,088

lr{

lncome-ìlale¡
I* Source:tt Source:

76.13/o
69.16olo

6.97"/"

South Aelan
tt

Statistics Canada, 1992(A):10-i4, (B):t 0-18
Statistics Canada, 1994

61.4570
56.52o/o

4.93%

3070
2765
305
9.9

82.6
341 0
2295
201 0
290
P,E
67.3

3020
890
855

1 190
20
65

2175
515

I 130
485

o

Worked full tim

82.64%
74.43%
8.21%

28.10%
31.46%
31.37o1o

2.42o/o

6.647"

31.73Io
59.27o/o

6.39%
O.67To

1.95o/"

67.30%
58.94%

8.50%

29.47%
28.31%
39.40%

0.66%
2.15%

29.68%
51.95%
22.30%
0.00%
o.92%20

$34,614
2.705



women from many ethnic groups are no strangers to factory and textiles

work and unskilled, low-paid employment (Ralston, 19gg).

Among winnipeg's south Asian peoples, sikhs comprise the singte

largest group (32.57vo), followed by Hindus, christians, Muslims and

Buddhists (see Table 6). Ethnically, as one might expect, they are more

homogeneous than the population as a whole, with 80.B0Vo claiming single

ethnic origin (compare with 60.29vo).Many (7g.42vo) have knowledge of a

language spoken/known in South Asian countries, most commonly

Punjabi and Hindi.

The Sample population

The representativeness of the sample population in this study can be

examined in comparison to the census data. Because over half the

interviews had been completed by the time the census data became

available, my ability to compensate for some of the more obvious inequities

in the sample was hindered. As a result, although general representation by
region was good, sikhs and other punjabis were under-represented in my

sample. The Sikh community(ies) was (were) the group that took me the

longest to access. As very few of my first 25 informants were Sikh, it was not

possible to compensate completely for their lack of representation within
the 50 interviews allotted for the study (a self-imposed limit resulting from

tirne and financial constraints). Additionally, christians were not

represented in my sample, although in retrospect I can see the value of
including them in such a study.

The immigration pattern of info¡mants corresponded very closely to

that of the south Asian population in general, strengthening any
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Total Pop'n

Rellglon Catholic
Protestant
lslam
Buddhist
Hindu
s¡kh
Other

llVlnnlpeg
t

' Source:tt Source:

r.O

652354

218025
279635
nla
nla
nla
nla

Statistics Canada, 1992(A):1{Þ14, (B):1O-tB
Statistics Canada, 1994

Uo South Aclane
tt

33.42To
42.87o/o

43445 6.66o/o
4505 16.

9870

850
I 020
1400

70
2625
321 5

100

To

8.617o
10.330Á
14.1Ûofo
O.71o/"

26.60o/o
32.57o/o

1.010Á
oh



condusions that might be drawn regarding the association between time in
Canada and SurmalKaial use. But, it is apparent that professional sources

were over-represented and clerical/sales were under-represented in *y
sample. This is the inevitable result of the 'academic' natu¡e of my research.

Many initial informants were referred through academic contacts. These

sources further referred me to those in their community who were

considered to be the most knowledgeable and to be the most comfortable

talking to outsiders. Therefore an over-representation of well-educated

individuals was inevitable. As the number of such community leaders is

limited, a larger sample size in future projects shoutd result in an

economically more representative sample.

I am making no claims about this being a representative sample. It
was not collected in a random fashion and the quantification of the

characteristics or behaviors of its members cannot be extrapolated to the

south Asian population as a whole. I do feer, however, that it is a broadly

drawn profile that indudes sufficient members of all important groups to

serve as an indicator of trends and behaviors among south Asians in
Winnipeg. Because the data collected from this sample are combined with
my own observations of behavior during interviews and at attendance at

cultu¡al events, I am confidant that my observations and conclusions have

not misrepresented the south Asian population of winnipeg as a whole.

South Asians and Acculturation

Within a primarily Anglo-European framework (the province of

Quebec excepted), immigrants are faced with the challenge of adapting and

adjusting to the larger society, in particular with achieving economic
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success' while attemPting to maintain some degree of cultr¡¡al identity. This

necessitates walking the fi¡te line between social systems comprised on

occasion of widely differing or even opposing values. Necessarily,

individuals and many t¡ryes of groups find themselves in the position

where they are forced to make choices, whether deliberately or

subconsciously, regarding whictr of their cultural traditions can be

maintained without jeopardÞing successful and harmonious existence

within mainsEeam canadian society and which Eaditions must be

abandoned or modified.

How cultu¡e change is categorized (assimilation, acculturatiorç

integration etc.) is the subject of much discussion in the social sciences.

Various models that have been proposed as pred.ictors of or models for
c¡¡ltr¡¡e contact and interaction ('melting pot', and 'cultural mosaic')

(Satewich, 1992:72-15, Fleras and Elliot,l992:59-64) are all problematic in both

theoretical and practical terurs. Multiculturalism in Canad a, for example has

been criticized for being too pluralistic, foctrsing too much attention on ogr

differences, increasing cultural isolation and undermining the

development of a distinct Canadian cultr¡ral identity. Conversely, it has

been faulted for not promoting enough pluralism; promoting onty those

aspects of non-anglo culture that do not threaten the status quo, and for not

doing enough to eradicate racism (Satewictr, 1992'14-13).

Within this context of multicultr¡¡alism, as one observes how and

why certain cultu¡al traits a¡e maintained or abandoned the analysis reveals

ttre importance of certain demographic/socioeconouric variables (i.e..

economic status, religion, age, ot length of exposure to dominant culture).

Identifying these variables can help to detersrine how culrural identity is

defined and maintained. The use of the traditional eye cosmettcs Surma
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and Kajal in the South Asian poputation of winnipeg is an example of a

cultural tradition that is being affected by the forces of acculturation.

south Asians are most comrnonly first and second generation

Canadians and have very personal experience of living as ethnic minorities

in a culturally pluralistic but dominantly Anglo-European environment.

South Asians aPPear to have been relatively successful in their adaptation

to Canadian life while maintaining cultural integrity tfuough a variety of

local ethnic, culrural and religious organizations. Arnong visible symbols of

cultural identity sudt as dietary practice, religious synbols, and clothing are

traditional cosmetics such as bindi (dot on forehead) , sindhu (red powder in

part of hai¡) artd Surmø and Kojal (eyeliner). These cosmetics are all

characterized by having synbolic value beyond simple beautification and

a¡e visible markers of cultr¡¡al/ethnic identity.

The time spent doing fieldwork has allowed me to observe some of

the more general cha¡acteristics of the South Asian population. This group

has assimilated to Canadian society in many ways. They ¿ue economically

quite successful. The majority of individuals I met were either professional

or training for professional careers (physicians, teachers, professors,

engineers, etc.). Saran for¡nd that BAVo of Asian Indians in New york City

had a college degree of some kind, and maintained financial savings at two

to th¡ee times the national average (Saran, lgBS:42). This success could be

attsibuted to a variety of factors including their professional backgrounds,

caste origins, the pluralistic nature of thei¡ home countsies, and the

prevalence of English spoken there.

The Sikhs I interviewed present a somewhat different economic

profile. Although most individuals I met were relatively economically

successful, there is a tendency for this group to be more blue collar and to
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identify itself as such. lohnson's 19gg srudy of 602randomly selected

Vancouver Sikh households found that 65Vo of the heads of households

and nearly 80vo of, thei¡ wives had no education in India beyond the

secondary level. Si*ty to seventy percent of the Sikh men in his study were

doing r¡nskilled factory work, while other Indo-Canad,ian commr¡nities

contained higher percentages of professionally or technically qualified
people (Iohnson, 1988). In Wirmipe& taxi drivers and shopkeepers are often
Sikh. One orthodox Sikh gentleman told me that Sikhs preferred to be thei¡
own boss. sikh immigrants are more likely to have rr¡ral origins and
agricultural backgror¡nds than other South Asians. Ames and Inglis (lg1g-

74) found that most British corr¡¡nbia sikhs were lats and Rajputs,

traditional land-owning castes. Sikhs in Wiruripeg appear to more actively
sPonsor additional family members to Canada than do Hindus or Muslinrs.

Small extended families sharing a single household were most coûrmon

among Sikh info¡r¡rants. lohnson also found that Punjabis in Vancouver

sponsored more family members at a higher rate than other South Asians

$ohnson, 19ss). Locally, this profile is slowly changrng as second generation

Sikhs are being encouraged to pr.usue professional careers. parents of
teenage drildren often asked me questions about University and career

opportunities.

Homes were essentially contemporary Western in both organization

and decor. Sikh households usually contained no visible cultual referents.

Muslim households sometimes contained a small prayer or message in
Arabic on a plaque or an Arabic-style pillow or rug. Hindu homes often had.

a¡twork portraying Hindu deities prominently displayed. Some Hindu
homes contained a 'Gods'room" a bedroom, den or basement area devoted

to gathering and worship. If the home was large enough to have both a
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living room and family room, I was usually shown into the living room.

Although this is not an arrangement that differs from many canadian

homes, I sensed an additional degree of utility in this organization in South

Asian homes. In particular, homes of conservative Muslims seemed well
suited to this arrangement. Family members, especially women, can relax in
privacy in the family room while visitors are formally entertained in the

living room. Propriety is therefore comfortably maintained. Living rooms,

while relatively formal in their decor, did appear to be well used, unlike the

living rooms of many other Canadian homes.

Traditional dress is another practice that is being maintained, albeit

somewhat irregularly. Much attention has been focused in the public press

in recent years about Sikh tr¡¡bans and Islamic hijabs (headscarves). My
observations lead me to conclude that turbans are worn by a majority of
Sikh men in their forties and older, but younger men do not corunonly let
their hair grow or wear a turban. This appears to be the cause of some

consternation for the older members of the Sikh communities, although

the social Pressures on children and teenagers to conform to the larger

society are well understood. Men of all religions d.ress in western clothing,

with the exception of some priests and particularly devout laymen, who

may wear more traditional clothing while at home or attending religious

services.

Women rarely wear traditional dress outside the home if they are

students or second generation Canadians, although their mothers often do.

Younger women may wear casual, two piece kurta 'suits' in traditional style

when at home and always wear highly decorative traditional clothing
(kurtas and sarees) when attending religious or cultu¡al events. Muslim

women's dothing is usually western in origiry but may vary from T-shirt
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and blue jeans to very conservative clothing with a hijøb. young women

from conservative Muslim families may confonn to this style out of

Pressure from family or out of a sense of religious identity and pride. One

female infonnant relayed the surprise and pleasure she felt when her young
daughter, who wasn't expected to take up the hijab unalshe turne d 14,

asked to start wearing it when she was still in elementary sctrool. A
revitalization of sorts may be occurring among segmenb of this group.

It was obvious that while some elemenb of traditional culture are

being maintained, others are urdergoing fr¡rdamental changes. In
particular younger people, not only second generation Canadians, but also

university students who have arrived only recently from south Asian

countries are more Westernized than their parents were. More Western

foods, producb and influences are present in India than is comrnonly

thought. Young people are bringing this modern Asian ct¡ltr¡¡e with them

to Canada; they are fu¡ther influenced by thei¡ new cuttural suround.ings

once they arrive. vegetarianism among this younger group is rare, and I
was seryed beef in the home of one Hindu student. Food taboos are rapidly
breaking down, as one might expect in a society where many meals are

caught'on ttre run'. Alcohol constrnption appears modest by most

Canadian standards (as a result of religious and cultn¡al prohibitions), but is

certainly engaged in by young South Asian Canadiaru.

core cultual activities remain sFongly supported by all groups.

Traditional festivals and holidays are well attended. Sikh and Hindu
festivals in partictrl¿u may be attended by small numbers of individuals

from religioru other than that of the hosting group. Indian dance is strongly

supported by the South Asian population, and yourg girls from all religious

grouPs (but most commonly Hindu) may and frequently do take lessoræ and
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perform locally and sometimes internationally. Folklorama's (a local

multicultural festival) pavilion for India is also strongly supported.

Sudt aspecb of material cultr¡¡e are relatively easy to observe.

Cultr¡ral traits associated with beliefs, social interaction and self-perception

a¡e much more difficutt to examine, and I certainly don't intend to put forth
a detailed consideration of them at this time. Still, non-material elements of
ctdtr¡¡e exhibit many of the same changes and complexities characteristic of
South Asian grouPs in Wiruripeg. Arranged marriages are still practised, but
a¡e becoming less conrmon. Hindu parents seem less concerned about

taking a role in the dtoice of their children's partner than do parents in the

Muslim and sikh groups. younger, professional parents of all religions

consider it acceptable for thei¡ ctrild¡en to choose their own partners.

Hindus also have more open views on the subject of interracial marriages,

perhaps because they feel their religion allows for more flexibitity than do

sikhism and Islam. conservative south Asians, sikhs and Muslims in
particular, .risapprove of dating, and are more likely to encou¡age group

activities for their teenagers to enable them to interact with members of the

opposite sex in a contsolled setting. This also would serve to reinforce the

preference for a mate from within their group.

Ca¡e of young dúldren still rests primarily on the shoulders of their
mother. Ffowever, many fathers take an active role in the ca¡e of thei¡

drildren, in particula¡ in cases where the mother also works or attends

sdrool. This is especially important in households where no extended.

family is available to provide assistance in child care. Mothers have little
time to spend on traditional activities with theii children, such as infant

massage. Nonetheless, in homes I visited with small child¡en, mothers

were exEemely gentle and calm, and the children were generally quite well
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behaved. Boys and girls seemed to be given equal amounts of attention, and

although grandparents seemed to hope to have a grandson at some point,
male children were not overtly favored, at least ir *y presence.

older children and teenagers, particularly females, were outgoing

and triendly, often more so than their parenb. Most young adults were

actively pursuing professional careers. A great deal of prestige was associated

with the medical profession in particular, and many families had one or

more individuals engaged in this pursuit.

Informanb invariably treated me with a great deal of hospitality.

Drinks, snaclc and even meals were often served. I found that an interview

scheduled for around 1 p.m. usually resulted in lunch being served while I
was present and I soon learned to anticipate those words ,,Do you like

Indian food?". I generally did not feel any more out of place than I would in
any strange/s home, but occasionally my awareness of my status as an

outsider was reinforced. occasionally, the fact that I was ,,white,, or even

'€anadian" was referred to and surprise at my interest in the research being

conducted was expressed. while family and friends frequently stopped in
for visits during interviews, I never saw another white person present

during any visit. when groups of people congregated, they invariably

switched from English to their native language, forcing me to be aggressive

to keep up with the conversation. A few individuals, includ.ing two

Pakistani inforrrants, expressed poorly concealed suspicion of my motives.

One Sikh lady whom I met at a local temple (Gurdwøra) quickly shuffled me

into a back room and locked the door, revealing her concern that some

older members of the congregation might worry about what I was doing

there. This was completely contrary to every other experience I had at that
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and two other Sikh temples where I was tseated with great kindness and

given a tou¡ of the premises.

It became increasingly obvious to me that measuring culture ctrange

io *y general way would be well near impossible. people who looked

traditional often didn't act tsaditional and vice versa. South Asians were

obviously responding to the pressures of acculturation and adjusting

accordingly. Some Eaditions seemed to have been maintained because of
thei¡ syrnbolic value, others because they were relatively convenient.

Households and individuals defined their ethnic and cultural identity in a

variety of ways. Surma and, Kajøl r¡se may be one of many practices that

maintain and strengthen ethnic identity. Before I explore this and any other

roles their use might fill, I will outline the cha¡acteristics and uses of these

cosmetics.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PRODUCTS

Introduction to Surma, Kaj al and Related products

At this point, it is appropriate to introduce certain terminology that

aPPears frequently in the text. With one exception, these are not dictionary

definitions. Rather they are basic physical descriptions of the items

concerned and their uses; composites based on both my personal

observations and a thorough examination of the appropriate literature.

surma: A dty, powdery substance ranging in color from bone white to
pitdr black, but most commonly dark grey and having a slightly gtittery

appearance. Surma is kept in a glass or decorative metal container (see

Illustrations 1 & 2) and is apptied by the insertion of a thin glass, plastic or

metal rod through the neck of the container. The rod is either placed

directly into the Surma or the bottle is shaken with the rod inside. Some

Surma will adhere to the rod as it is removed from the bottle. The rod is

placed along the lower conjunctiva of the inner margin of the eye and

drawn outwards. The eye may be partially closed and the rod. twisted as the

Surmø is applied. This will result in more even application and the upper

conjunctiva of the eye being tinted as well (see Illustration 3).

some surmas will initially cause the eyes to water following

application. In my personal experience it is those surmas that smell

noticeably of camphor that result in lacrimation. After the initial stinging
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Illustration 1 Commercially Available Surmas Including Unground Surma
'Stone' and White Surma (second from right)
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Illustration 2 Decorative Surma Containers (Surmadanis)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Illustration 3 Application of Surma: (a) the Surma applicator is placed along
the lower conjuctiva at the inner margin of the eye (b) the applicator is
moved in a twisting motion along the conjuctivae towards the outer margin
of the eye (c) Surma applied to both the conjunctivae
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sensation, a cool feeling remains that may last for as much as two or three

hours. Surma is a term that is used throughout South Asia in reference to

this substance.

Kohl: Kohl is synonYmous with Surma, although it is a term rarely

used by people of South Asian origin. It is considered an Arabic, Persian or

Middle Eastern word. Although the containers of some iryprmants were
~, ,

labelled 'Kohl' or 'cohol' the' name invariably used by those same

informants was Surma.

AI-Kohl: Same as Kohl.

Kajal: A black, pastey substance having a consistency ranging from

that of a thick lotion to shoe polish. Kajal is traditionally packaged or stored

in a small round metal tin, but may be also manufactured in the form of a

pencil or stick (see Illustrations 4 & 5). Kajal is applied to the conjunc~ivae of

the eye with the tip of a finger (see Illustration 6), although a small minority
,

use a thin rod for application in the manner of Surma. It may also be

applied around the outer edge of the eyelid in the manner of modern

cosmetic eyeliner. Occasionally Kajal has a mild camphor smell, but this.
seems to cause only the slightest amount of lacrimation, if any.

La: Kajal. A term used by a minority of Punjabi Sikh families.

Anjana: A word (Sanskrit) referring either to Kajal or Surma,

depending on the source. It might be best considered a synonym for

'collyrium'.
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Illustration 4 Commercially Available Kajals
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Illustration 5 Decorative Kajal Containers Including Kajalata (top),and
Nepali Kajal Container
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(c)

I[uge3tion 6 Application of KajøI: (a) ttre lower eyelid is drawn away topartially elpose rhe conjucriva $) fajat 
-is 

applieá to the fo*.i.o"Ji-crivad{." finger, *oïlq from the inner tô t}re ort.t margin of the .y.'(.) afterapplication, some kjol will adhere to the upper as well as lower 
-

conjunctivae.
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Collyrium: " 1) A topical remedy for d.isorders of the eyes: an eye salve or
eyewash...3) Ioosely any application for the eyes, as the koh'l used by eastern

women" (The Oxford English Dictionary, 19g9 (3): 4gZ).

surmadani rraditional decorative container for surma.

IngredientsÆreparation of Surma and Kaj al

KaiaI

Kaiol is made from lamp black; the soot from an oil lamp. The most
courmon method oÍ, Kajal preparation is as follows: fill an oil lamp with
mustard oil and roll a cotton wick to place in the l"-p. Light the wick and
hold a plate, bowl or Kniølata (a special spoon-t¡pe container, see lllustration
5) over (not within) the flame. when the soot has collected along the

bottom of the plate, mix it with ghee (clarified butter) or oil and store for
use. Castor oil, almond oil, peanut oil, olive oil or other vegetable oils may

be substituted for the mustard orl, atthough the medicinal quatity of the

fsiol may be considered to be dependant on the tlpe of oil r¡sed. Vegetable

matter such as 'neem',Azadirachta indica (Kapoor, 1990:59), camphor,

peppermint, or flower petals may be added by drying them and rolling them

in the cotton wick, extracting their juices and soaking the wick in them, by
dropping directly on the flame, or adding after the rest of the preparation is

complete.

Alternatively and less comuronly, fuiot may be prepared by cnrshing

burnt cu¡nin seed, almond shell or rice and mixing with oil. plant material
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may be held over the flame as an alternative. A mango leaf or the thorny
leaf of a seaside plant (Sri Lanka) will be spread with ghee or oil and held
over a flame. The sticky paste that forms on the underside of the leaf is

Koial' Kaial may also be bought in the stores and is generally of a thicker and
dryer consistency than the homemade variety.

Surma

Surma is generalty identified as something that is found, not made.

Rocks/stones crystals a¡e ground to produc e surma. Five respondents

identified the 'stone' as antimony. oxid e, zinc oxide (zÃo), Lead, Lead

oxide (Pbo), granite and non-graphite stone were suggested as other

potential components. Antimony is the ingredient identified most often by
professional and semi-professional sources (see Appendix 1). camphor,
neem leaves, milk and rosewater may also be added. The surma stone in
one Sikh lady's tradition was kept buried under the leaves of a neem tree

and dug uP once a year to undergo an elaborate ritual of preparation. The

stone was grot¡nd and mixed with liquid and left to dry overnight. Every
day grinding and soaking took place, often with the addition of herbal

ingredients. This process would continue for over a month, producing a

very potent and very expensive medicinal Surma.

Another potent Surma is produced when the Surma stone is placed

in the mouth of a dead cobra and the snake is burned/buried. The Surma is

said to become infused with the venom of the snake and is particularly

powerful. Surmø can also be purchased ready-made, and usually is, but a

few Sikh informants related family experiences where Surma rocks were

purchased and then ground in the home. surma may have carbon (Kajal)

added to it to make it blacker in color.
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Antiquityof Use of SurmaandKajat

As demonstrated by the antiquiry of much of the traditional literatr¡¡e
of South Asia and the Middle East that refer to collyrium, Kohl, Surtna etc.,

it is apparent that the use of suctr products is of considerable antiquity as

well. The question of where in the ancient world Surmø originated appears

well nigh impossible to answer, as it appears in some form in various

regions through many thousands of years of history, ârd likely predates

written history in more than one region. Richard corson, in his book

eg72) describes the

use of decorative cosmetics in much of the ancient world. Egyptian men and

women at least as early as the 16th century B.c. used Kohl ,a ',black, gtey, or
colored powder made variously of powdered antimonn black manganese

oxide, burnt almonds,lead black oxide of copper, carbon..." (Corson, 1972:9-

70). Kohl may have had some medicinal properties to the Eglptians. Corson
(7972:17) considers protection against the glare of the sun and the dust and

sand of the desert ib most likely purpose. Kohl jars have been fo¡¡nd dating
to 1900 B.C. (Corson,1972:75s817).In ancient Surner, antimony was used for
staining the eyelids (Chand¡a,1973:lgl). Additionally, the ancient Assyrians

were known to blacken their brows and lashes and line thei¡ eyes with
powdered antimony (corsory 1972:2*6), the ancient Greeks were known to
use Eglrytian Koål or lamp black in eye make-up (corsor¡ l9z2:40), and the

ancient Romans blackened their eyebrows with antimonn lead, or soot
(Corson, 1972:56).

Collyriurn, in the form of antimony sulphide (SbSSZ) was known to

dassical Greek physicians. In The Greek Herbal of Dioscorides (First Centgry
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A'D.)' antimony sulphide is said to "...hath a faculty...of cleansing eye filth
and ulcers which are in ye eyes". In the description of the uses of galena
(Pbs) in the same work, no mention is made of an application for the eye.
(Gunther, 1968:754, 6j3).

O¡t the Indian sub-continent, the use of Kohl cartbe Eaced back to
2500-3000 B.c. as Kol¡I sticks and pots found at Mohenjo-Daro (chandra,

t973:782-183). The people of the ancient Indus Valley civilization apparently
used their KoftI in the form of galena and lamp black mixed with fat
(Corson, 1972:32). Collyrium (eye-wash or ointurent, sometimes used

synonymously with antimony) was used to "beautify the eyes, stop itching
and burning, dean the eyes, and improve vision" (Corson, 1972:46).It was

applied with a finger or stick. In Excavations at Haraopa. archaeologists

found a "faience vessel" with tsaces of black color inside appears to have

held collyrium or eyepainr and dates to 3050-3500 B.C. (Vats, t914:íit2). Kohl

sticks are also found dating to the same period (Vab, 1974:460).Kohl pots

and sticks of similar antiquity are also described in Fr¡¡ther Excavations at

Mohenio-Daro (Mackay and Litt, 19Z6:ZZg,g2Z,4SO. 4ZS).

Chandra, in

and Mediaeval India (7973¡:7ïl-2) suggests that Koht was also r¡sed in the

Indus River valley for medicinal purposes; to protect the eyes from the

glare of the sun and from insecb. He also states that colors ind.icate a

partiodar state of the body. Evil passion is associated with the color black,

which is imbued with sEength enough to drive away evil spirits, and is

therefore r¡sed to guard agairut the evil eye at marriages and deaths.

chandra also reports the rxe of collyriurn in the Indus valley
Civilization (1973:182-3), by the Indo-Aryans (begiruting about 1500 B.C. and

by successive reigns in India up to the Zth centr:ry A.D. (Chan dra,1973:19.1,,
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200,204,208) for alleviating burning sensation, removing local pah,
increasing the range of visiory and cleansing the eyes. Chandra,s suggestion
that lamp black was likely used by the comsron people but that antimony
was considered the purest forsr of collyrium (1923:20g) supports the

interchangeability of ingredients. The claÍm of Ali et ø1. (197g) that the main
component of surmn was originally antimony and not lead should be

considered within this context. Antimony was possibly that preferred
component, not necessarily the originat one. perry and Eaton, however,
daim that ancient cosmetics t¡¡rearthed in the Middle East and Africa were
primarily ground antimony, that pharonic Eglptians used both antimony
and galena (PbS), and that the current popularity of tead sulphide reflects a

product substitution in favor of a cheaper, more easily available ingred.ient

over time (Perry and Eatory 1991). To fu¡ther complicate matters, Lucas, in
(194g:?¡) _g), denies that

antimony was ever likely to have been a component of Koht nEgypt.
some authors have suggested that surmø originated in Eglpt and

that its use was adopted in India with the spread of Islam (Healy d d.,lgÐ).
India's relationshiP with Islam is generally considered to have started in
1001 A.D. with the beginning of a series of invasions (MacÌrlicol, 196,4:135).

Flowever, the surma containers found at Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro

considerably predate this invasion. Nonetheless, the intsoduction of Islam
to India would have not served to discor¡¡age this tradition, as the use of
Kohl ts apparently associated with Isla¡n (see Chapter 4). Specificall y, my
research has revealed references to Kohl n two collections of Had.ith
(traditions) (see Khan, 1981 and Muslim, lggZ).

From this short review of available literature, we might conclude

that the use of Surma artd KohI is a tradition of great antiquity in South
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Asia, the Middle East and even the Medite¡ïanean. I shall now review some

traditional texts from India whictt shed some light on the culrural context of
the use of Surma and lØjal.
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CHAPTER 4

THE TRADITIONAT LITERATTJRE

surma and Kajal Ín south Asian and Traditional Literature

References to "KohI" "sttrma" and "collyrium" frequently occur in
dictionaries and reference texts involviog a nunber of Indian languages

and traditions. To demonstrate the frequency and the variability with which
such references occur, I have reproduced several of them as follows:

Wehr (1977:8],Ç81Ð in A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic lists the

following definitions:

kihal "antimony powder, €I€ powder"

mikhal "Kohl stick, pencil for darkening the eyelids"

mukhula "Kohl container, Kohl jar,'

takhil "treatment of the eyes with KohI',

luhala "to rub, paint, or smear (with Koht)(The eyes),'...,,to color (the edges

o0 the eyelids with Kot¡|"

kuhl "antiurony; Kohl, a preparation of pulverized antimony used for
darkening (the edges o0 the eyelids; any preparation for coloring the

eyelids"

Iuhal 'black coloring (of the edges) of the eyelids"

Iuhil "da¡kened with Koåt, dyed btack (eyelids)',
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Chat¡¡rdevi and Tiwari (19B4zBZ3) include the following Hindi translations

i.,
surnui "dark go.ey, of the color of (Hindi script for surma),'

Sunru "coll¡nium, antimony ground into fine powder,,

followed by Hindi compound words containing the word surma meaning
1) "collyriun phial or receptacle" and 2) "to grind into fine powder,,

In Bhargava's standard lllustrated Dictionary of the Hindi Language

(Pathaþ 1961:1103) is for¡¡rd:

surømø "antimony ground into tine powder, collyrium"

suramadani "a small vial to hold collyriun"

published by the patiala, punjab

Language Department (1961, 64:8lÇg17) lisb the following trarulations:

Surma,i "of the color of, Surma,,

surma "antimony; (r¡sed ctriefly to blacken and beautify the eyes.)"

The Panjabi Dicrionary G.M. Singh, 1961:10&3-10g4) also lists these prrrjabi

definitions;

surma "Black ter sulphide of antimony, used to beautify the eyes, supposed

to strengthen the nerves of the eye and preserve sight. It is often

confounded with Sulphide of Lead. It occtus abundantly in Ind.ia, but most

of that used is imported from Kabut and Bt¡khara. Some comes from Beyla

in Lus- Moslems ttrink the best comes from Mor¡nt sinai".

surma Isfalwni "an oxide of iron fornring glistening Flematite ore"

Surmn l@nilluri "Sulphide of Lead"

Surma paluri "Antimony from the hills in the punjab',
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Surma sufaid 'Tceland Spar, a carbonate of Lime. It is also used for the eyes,,

surmachu "a long thin metal bodkin by which antimony is apptied to the
eyes"

surmai "of the color oÍ surma, deep blue black indigo colour,,
surmi "an inferior ore of antimony, arso zinc sulphide"

only one sanskrit dictionary lists any of the famili aÍ ,,KohI,, or ,,surmø,,

variants. (Shivram Apte, l9g6:61,j.)

includes:

surmi "an iron or metallic image; metallic radiance or lustre,,

Anjana variants are more common in sanskrit dictionaries as in A
sanskrit-English Dictionary (Monier-williams 1960:127 4) :

strotoja "stream-produced antimony"

stotonjana "stream-colryrium, antimony (esp. as a co[yrium for the eyes,

said to be produced in the river yamuna)"

Additionalln MacDonnell, in
(MacDonell, t929 :3¡B) lis ts;

øngana "ointment, eye-salve"

In A Dictionary of the Economic products of India. watt (1,gzz)refers

to the use of both antimony and read in the recipe nor surmø. of antimony,
he states that a "black tersulphide of antimony" (stibnite, sb2s3) found in
northern India (especially the Punjab and Himalayan region) is used on the

eye for cosmetic PurPoses. In India it is believed to act as a tonic for the

nerves of the eye, to sEengthen the eyesight, and to protect them from the

glare of the sun. Most of the antimony sold by druggists is actually galena
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(Pbs) imported from Kabul and Bokhara, and antimony is known as Surmai
Ispøluni in Bombay to distinguish it from galena. (Wau, lgZZ, yol l:Z7O).

Although lead ores including galena a¡e found in lrrd.ia, at the time of
the publication of the watt's Dictionary the mining of such ores d.id. not
occur to any significant degree. Ttre sanskrit name for galena, anjana,

means "the collyrit¡¡n" and was considered to be the best medicine for the
eyes. In India it is used to strengthen eyesight, improve appearance, and
prevent disease. ftVatt, 1972, Vol 4: 1S$lS5).

Surma andKajøt in South Asian Folklore

References to surma and to the beauty of the eye are a cosrmon
theme in south Asian poetry, folklore and literature. In An Anthology of
Sanskrit Court Poetry 0ngalls, 1965) AKA Vidvakara's "suUfrasitaramato*
(originally printed about 1100 A.D.) a compilation of poetry dating from
between approximately 400-1100 A.D. make such references.

The evidence of a successful marital consuuìmation is:

U- pon the morrow noticing
that the son-in-law bears kohl uponhis lip
and the bride's yor¡ng breasb are sealed wi'th ash
[referring to scrâtcheõ that have been tended]
the women smile with rising joy (Ingalls, fóOS:AA)

In a collection of poems referring to women who have been parted
from their lovers the following descriptions are used,:

A tear stands in yorrr eye in place of Koht (Ingalls, l96sz23s)

I{hy has the bright collyriun faded from your eye? (235)
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Why is yoru b¡aid so disarrayed,
your eyes without their Kohl? (?ll7)

Ify, slender maid, are these drops of tears,
black from collyriurn they have *ashed,
scattered in atoms on your breast
that sr.uges with your sighs? (23g)

Whg fpoiled the painting on your breast
and the collyrium of yonr eye? {æS)

M*y similar references are also for¡¡rd.

Additionally, there are many Rajasthani folksongs that illustrate the

theme that a woman should not decorate herself when she is away from her
husband, including wearing perfumes, flowers, gold and silver jewelry or
collyrium (Bhabrager, 1969 :69).

The Gods may be referred to by comparison to Surma as in the

, "tlowing 
excerpt from a poem:

|!ay ¡roube unired by rhar r¡nired body,
fIg_F. rty lflf covèred-by whire 

"u[u-r, ctoud,
of Visnu of all forms and Siva, lord of all,
two mountains, of collyrium and ice. (Ingalls, 1965:429)

A long, dark eye, such as one painted with Kohl, is frequently used as

a synbol of beauty as in the following:

the face of my long-eyed beauty (Ingalls, 1965:167)

h9r eye surpassed the waterlily
with iæ iridescent darkness (l7l)

That it cannot reproduce
my long-eyed darling's face
is why the cold moon ever reforms ib orb
only to break it. Qn)

The glances of your eye,
which stsetches to ygul ear, lo:rger than waterlily,
were enough to steal a heart (l7g)
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until they are bitten by the crooked, coal-black snake,
the eye of a gazelle-eyêa girl (1gS)

Her sidelong glances,
ever flashing like little minnows
along- the-long trench of the angle of her lids,
emitting for me love's total weäth, mI friend,
create a new perfection of the eye. (1Sg)

In the Notes of this volune, the author states the following: ,,the

angle of the eye, which was exaggerated by painting it with collyrium in a
line suetching toward the ear, is likened to a canal or Eench,' (Ingalls,

1965:506).

References to Surmø ate courmon in folk songs from various areas.

The following was sung to me in Punjabi and translated with the following
comurentary:

'"ïhis is a folk song being sung by a daughter-in-law about her
mother-in-law. The song depicts the relationship between the two and the

metaphor is Surma.,,

The vendor has come to the village.
He is selling_articles induding Sirma,dandasa (tree-skin for teeth
cleanlng) and glass bangles, etc.
The daughter-in-law sings to say:

surma is on sale. I am having a look at the handful of it.
Others have bought pennies-worth only,
b¡rt my mother-in-law has tendered a bíú for a big amoqnt because
she wants to have it in large quantity.

She further sings to sa¡r

Other people have grorurd their Surma
in thei¡ small grinding stones, but
her mother-in-law hai ground hers
in her large grinding stõne.

Other women have used Szrnø by using only
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_a 
couple of small sticks in the eyes,

but her mother-in-law
has put lob of Surma in her eyes.

While other women have examined
thei¡ appearance,/application of Surma in the mi¡ror
her mother-in-law
has got it seen from her husband (the singer's father-in_law).

(Sung in a sati¡ic, humorous fashion).

In the orissa folk tale, The village Rogue, the city Rogue and the

King of Rogues one rogue brags to another'We know how to steal even the

sandalwood paste from the Brahmin's forehead and the Kohl from the eyes

of pretty women" (Ramunajan,199l:267). In the Kannada folk tale

Adventures of a Disobedient Son. beautiful celestial women are described

as having "Kohl-sheaked eyes, faces like the moon, cascades of black hair
falling down to thei¡ buttocks, ror¡nd breasts like perfect meloru, and all of
them youn& virginal" Ramunajan, l99l: 227).

In Gujrati tradition, the eyes of both bride and groom are smea¡ed

with lamp black during marriage rites (Majmudar, 1969:lSZ).In west Bengal,

men are said to go mad at the sight of women wearing Kajat prepared

during the month of ,4soin during the Grand puia (Kayal,1969:lgl). In parts

of Bengal (Bangladesh and India), when a Muslim wornan is well advanced.

in her Pregnancy, she receives gifæ fron her father's house inctuding two

suits of dothes, one pair of shoes, tooth powder, oil and surma (Kabiraj,

1969:266).In parts of West Bengal, a s¡rurbolic welcoming basket, barankula,

is prepared the day before a ma¡riage. In the basket are placed mud from the

Ganges, a small stone, a conch shelt, collyriunr, a miror, comb and various

other a¡tides. When the bridegroom has taken his bath, the basket is raised
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to him and every object in it is touched to his forehead (Ghosal, 1969:302-

308).

References to Kaial artd Surma appear in the Scripture of the Sikh

religion, the Guru Granth Sahib. These references a¡e ilh¡strations of the

futility of Fying to use physical attributes to acquire the notice and approval

of God. One sudt reference relates the activities of a woman as she adorns

herself with Knjal, flour, betel and other articles of decoration. After all her
efforts her husband did not appear in her bed, so all her efforts were for
naught. In another section a woman laments "oh my friend, I have put
surmø on my eyes, I have decorated myserf with necklaces, my tips with
betel and decorated myself wiûr all the sixteen decorations. But it is all
fruitless when my beloved does not come to my home". These references

were read to me from a Punjabi version of the text, but I was unable to find
thei¡ translations in the published English language versions available.

Additional references can be found and more appropriately

documented in the Gu¡u Granth Sahib. The appearance of a beautiful girl
whose eyes were so delicate they could not even bear the line of l&jøt is

described. The speaker later sees the skeleton of the same girl within which
birds are nesting and caring for their young (G. singh, 197g(4):1Ï10). This

Passage may be an illustration of the impermanence of the physical world.

Collyrium is used as a metaphor for clarity of spirirual knowledge in the

following passages: "and with the coüyrium of wisd,om (in the mind,s eye)

to me is revealed the Guru's word" (G. Singh, lg7g(l):212) and "He loses his

worrying and sees he the one alone, who applies the collyrium of wisdom

to his eyes (G. Singh, t97B(D:2aÐ.

One of my informants quoted the 20th century writer Mohan Singh.

I¡r his poem Mango Tree, singh writes of the reminiscences of a woman
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thinking of her love. 'TMhat a beautiful day it was when my husband was in
my home. I took my shower, washed my hair, took Knjal in my eye, then I
also took the adornments".

The frequent occt¡¡rence of references to Surma and, Kajøl in South

Asian Eaditional literature illusEates the importance of their uses in ritual
and everyday life. Surma and Ywjal clearly have synrbolic value. As well,
the variety of texts in which they are mentioned is indicative of thei¡
ongoing importance as a popular cosmetic and medication in a varieg of
South Asian cultu¡es.

surmø andKajal in south Asian Medical Literature

Texts and writings focusing on Eaditional Indian med.icine almost

t¡niversally include Surma and its cor¡nterparts in their lists of preparations

and treahents. Chopra et al. (l91g) lists both:

"Antimony Sulphidum-Kermes mineral (Sanskr it-Srotonjøna, lHindi-
Anjøn); used for eye diseases" (Chopra et al.,195g:531) and

Plumbi sulphuratum-galena- (Sanskrit-á njøna, Hindi-Szrrz¿) cosmetics for
the eyes. Dutt, in Materia Med.ica of the Hindus. (19g0:7T74) detines ønjøna

or søuoirønjana as as collyrium for the eyes, synon)rrtous with galena

Savnr¡¡ (1988:26S-9) states that "applications to the eye may be in the

form of a paste applied to the eyelids or med.icines applied to the lids of the

conjunctiva either with a probe or a finger". K.R.L. Gupa (19g6:69-20) in his

popular interpretation of classical A¡rrveda states that med.icines such as

myrobalarç tnrneric, ønjøna and antimony may be moistened and applied to
the eyelid. Additionally, "rasnnjana', (sulphide of antimony) may be mixed

with red sulphur of arsenic, black pepper, burnt conch, rock salt ,,jagry" artd.
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honey and applied to the eye with a probe to pwify the humors and

improve the health of mother and ctrild. s. Kakar, a psychoanalyst who has

researched Indian medicine, interviewed, a Hakitn in Delhi who said about
surmø: "I know of many incidents where peopre have used urine to make

the surma. Because of the urine the eyes will certainly show an

inrprovement but I don't want my eyes to become impure,, (Kakar, 1991:1g).

The type of urine was not specified.

Iaggi, in Folk Medicine (1973a:126, l8S) observes that lamp black is

almost universally spread on the eyelids of women and children because

spirits hate the black color and it helps disguise an individual against the

evil eye. Lamp black is produced when a small pot is filled with till oil and

the soot is collected on a brass plate as this "lamp's" cotton wick burns. This

soot is then applied to the eye with a finger and will help protect the child
from the effects of the 'evil eye', which include crying, fever, and. diarrhea.

]ains believe that black counteracts the evil eye, thus when a beautiful child
is taken out, its cheek is marked with black. (Mahapa va,1969:39)

Other authors refer explicitly or ind.irectly to classical Indian works in
their materia medica. The Ayurveda saukhrain of Tolurananda (16th

century A.D.) is the basis of Dash and Kashyap's Basic principles of
Avurveda work where 'external cleansing'is defined as "Massage,

sprinkling of medicated liquids, ointments and anjana (collyrium)...and

ctrtting on the nails" (Dash and Kashap, 1980a:165). The authors refer to the

same work in Material Medica of A]¡urveda where they list Nilanjana (Lead

sulphide) as a cr¡re for eye diseases (Dash and, Kashap, 19g0b:ga).Iags

(7979:777) appears to be referring to the Rasa-Ratna-samucha)¡a by vagbhata

(13th century A.D.) as he defines the following:
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"Anjanas (collyriuurs)-compounds of antimony used as cosmetics for the
eyes". The different t'?es are:"sAuoiranjanø- mostly galena and lead
sulphide", "srofanjAna artd Nilanjana"-sutphides of antimony,
"Rasanjans"-extract of the wood of Barberis Asiatic

However the introduction of

daims the author lived during the mid seventh century A.D. (Vagbhata,

1965)' In this work, Vagbhata specifically reconmends galena as a collyrium
to treat a variety of synptoms, including indigestion, nausea and thirst
(Vagbhata, 7965: 84€5).

contains
references from (ca. Z0G130O A.D.)
including "enjana- sulphide of lead and antimony (Rav, l9s6:l4g).

References to sauoiranjana,strotanjanø and nilanjanø sinrilar to those

attributed to vagbhata are found in the Rasaratnasamuchchya (ca. 130G15s0

A.D, Rav, 1956:lZ5).

The Ganie-Badaward, an encycloped.ic pharmacopeia compiled by
Hakim Amanullah Khan in A.D. 7698, contains both Unani and A¡rrved.ic
preparations, among which co[yriurns are reco4¡nended as one of several
tlpes of medicines for the eye $aggt,lgT4:7g6).laggralso appears to be

quoting sushruta 0aggr, 1973b:7s) in recommending the daily r¡se of
collyriurn to strengthen the eyesight According to Mitra (1979:154) both
Caraka and Sushruta have advocated the antimony collyri vrrt Sauoiranjana

be used daily for the benefit of the eyes. sushruta is also said to have

recourmended Sroto'niana as the best of all collyriums as it "alleviates the

burning and itdring sensation in the eyes, removes all local pains,

secretions and impurities, increases the range of vision, enables the eyes to
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bear the blasts of wind and the glare of the sr¡n and guards against in¡oads of
ocrrlar infection" (Mitra, 1979:lS4).

Most of these classical texts are not easily found in full English

translation. However, one of the most important Ayurved.ic texts, The

Caraka Samhita (dating between 2 B.C. to 2 A.D.) is available (Caraka , !g4g),

and recomstends the r¡se of collyriurns in a variety of contexts. Antimony
collyrium was prescribed for everyday use, although to be used only for
"draining the eye at night" as use during the day weakens eyesight on
exposure to sunlight (Caraka, 19492(5):2g). Collyriurns containing antimony
sulphide were fu¡ther recoutmended as a Eeatment for itchy eyes, cataracg,

and dimness of vision. This surmø was prepared as follows: ',the wise
physician should place antimony sulphide in the mouth of a dead brack

cobra for a month and taking it out, tritr¡rate it adding hatf that quantity of
dried iasurine-buds and rock salt. Made into a collyrium this is the best

remedy for dim¡ress of vision"(Caraka, 19a9(S):gS6).

Caraka prescribed collyrirlns in general to cleanse the eye, comparing

the action of an eye salve to the removal of tarnish from gold

ornaments. (Caraka, 79 49(5)z2B). Collyriums of various other compositions
(not necessarily containing antimony) were recouìmended for treaturent of
relapsed fever, epilepsy, insanity, spirit possession, fevers, (caraka, rg4g,
(5):544), snake bite, duonic poisoning, acute poisoning, drowning, leprosy
(caraka, t949(Ð:621), vision impairment, acute intestinal irritation, fainting
and alcoholism among others. These medicinal collyriurns were composed

of various biles, urines, rock salt, botanicals, etc. (Ca¡ aka,lg4g(S):791).

In his comprehe¡uive book The Wonder that was India (1967:207),

Basham reports that in the early Christian era, the Kama Sutra detailed ttre
d"ily toilet of the men of the time. In the morning a rnan would wash, clean
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his teeth, anoint his body with oinb¡rents and perfume, put collyrium on
his eyes and dye his teeth with red lac. Additionally, Basham claims that
a¡ound 500-10004.D (his dating is r¡nclear) collyriurn or eye-salve (usually

powdered antimony) was popular among both sexes both as a cosmetic and
for the prevention of ophthalmia (Basham, 1967:212).

Surma, usually but not exch¡sively in the form of antimony sulphide,
aPPears in a variety of South Asian medical texts. These works demonstrate
the consistency of its Presence through time, supporting the contention that
surma use in south Asia today is part of an ongoing tradition sparuring
hundreds, even thousands of years. kjat was not found to be

recourmended as a medication in any of the publications studied.

Surma in Isla¡¡ric Literatu¡e

Although there is an orar Muslim tradition wherein the prophet

Moham¡nad wore Kohl or surma during his lifetime, I was not able to
locate written references that codify that usage. The closest I was able to
come was a Passage in Muhammad the Prophet that describes Mohamsrad
as a child:

...also found that the rad was neat and well-behaved. while the
other drildren were urtidy having thei¡ hair straw-like and
r¡¡rcombed and eyes rurdeaned anã watery he would always have
his hair well kepi a"{.hir eyes well reateâ with eye salve 

r - ---
(Abdr¡¡ah eem, 192 t :62).

This reference to eye salve could very well mean surma, the term
having been generalized in the translation. However, since the author does

not mention the original source for this passage, it was not possible to Eack
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down either an alternate translation of the work or an original Arabic
version. The question of whether Mohamurad's use of Surma is a written
as well as an oral tradition therefore remains unconfir¡ned.

surma or Kohl is mentioned occasionally in Islamic literature,
usually to indicate adornment, or the lack of it to s¡rurb olize mourning. For

pilgrimage:

Meanwhil.: Æ also had joined the party from yemen. As he met
his beloved wife Fatima d¡essed in tier úest with collyriuã 

"ro,rr,¿her hazel eyes, he was a rittle bewildered by her appearance

According to Glubb (1970) and several informants, the two most
reliable and respected works of Hadith are by Bukhari and Muslim. The
Prophet Muham¡¡rad himself gives di¡ectioru for widows in mourning not
to wea¡ Kohl tn (dso
known as the True Traditions. originally written 9th century A.D.XKhan,
1981). A woman came to the prophet and asked him if her daughter, who
had just lost her husband, cor¡ld use Koftl to treat an eye d.isease from whictr
she suffered. The prophet replied "no", two or three times (Ktran, 19gl:191).

There are several additional references in this work which sEess the
inappropriateness of a woman wea¡in g Kohl while in mou¡ning (Khan,

1987:792,793,194,198). Muslim (l9gZ:S9S) refers to Kohl in a medicinal
context when one man forbade another to use antimony on his swollen and
sore eyes when he lea¡ned that the Prophet had used aloes on his own eyes

instead. Rahman does not refer to Koht in Health and Medicine in the
Islamic Tradition (Rahman, lgg7).

In The Life of Muhammad. a tsanslation of Ishaq's Sirat Rasul Allah
originally w¡itten ZSZ A.D. (Ibn Hisham , 196:641), when eighty riders came
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to the Apostle to announce they had accepted Islam, they came with eyes

blackened with Kohl and wore striped robes bordered with silk. They then
tore off the silk when asked by the Prophet why they had silk robes around
their necks. In the same work (Ibn Hisham, 196g: 6M) aMuslim who had
been imprisoned tells his wife to "paint not thine eyes with Kohl, sarma,
after I am d.ead,,.

Kohl is again referred to The Life of Muhemmad (Ibn Hisham,
7968:795), where in mou¡ning the apostle, Hassan b. Thabit said. ,,what ails
thine eye that it cannot sleep. As though its ducts were painted with the
Kohl or one suffering from ophthalmia. In grief for the guided one who lies
dead?" These references suggest that in Islamic culture, the use of KohI may
be approved of for cosmetic and medicinal purposes, but it is not considered
appropriate for solemn occasions such as mourning.

Ayunedic and Islamic Medicine: Relationships To surma and,Koht

The Ayurvedic tradition of which surmø and, Kajal are a part is a
textually based, classicar medical system found throughout south Asia
(Lambert, 7992).In reality, rather than existing in the pure, traditional form,
it blends so thoroughly with other local medical traditions (Islamic or
unani in the North, Buddhist on sri Lanka and alropathic medicine and
local folk traditions everywhere) that some authors have argued that true,
dassical Ayurvedic medicine is rarely found in practice (Nordstrom, 19gg,

Nords tro m,'1,989, waxler-Morrisory 19gg). Nonetheless, because of
Ayurveda's pervasiveness in India, it is important to have at least a passing

familiarity with some of the tenets and activities associated with this

tradition.
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"Ay'rveda" translates roughly as "knowledge of rife,,. (Goldman,
1991)' A¡rmedic practitioners, or "vaidyøs" (Lamber t, rgg2) counser patients
to improve their heatth by hannonizing the mind and the body. This can be
accomplished through herbal remedies, massage, yogaand pulse diagnosis
(Goldman,7997). Herbal preparations are classified into three categories;
vegetable products, animar products, and metals and minerals. vegetable
products a¡e the most couìmon and metals and minerals the least
frequently used in general, but lead and mercnry in particular are very
important medicines in Ayurveda (Smithennan and Harber, lggl). Silajeet,
a "kind of gelatinous substance secreted from the sides of the mountains
when they become heated by the rays of the sun in the months of Jr.rne and
fuly" $a*9.,1973b:742) is said to contain lead copper, tin, gold and i¡on. It is
considered wirhin this tadition to be heat-producing and body-pr¡¡ifying.
when it is taken appropriately, silajeef is cred.ited with the successfur
treahrent of diabetes, Ieprosy, epilepsy, it s"t ity, erephantiasis,

consunption' oedema, haemorrhoids, internal tumors, jaundice, and
dr¡onic fever. "rndeed, there is no such bodily distemper which does not
yield to its cr¡rative virtues" $aggçl9Z3b:142).

Ayurveda is arso a hr¡¡norar system. often cha¡acterÞed by a hot/cold
didtotomy, substances, illness and Eeatrnents actually reflect a complex set
of relationships between the three humors (wind, bile, and phlegm), six
savors (sweet, acid, salty, acrid, bitter a¡rd astringent) and ten pairs of
contradictory qualities (heavy /rtght, cold/hot, victuous/dry, sluggish/rively,
solid/liquid, tender,/ha¡4 desiccant/lubrifying, smooth/rough,
subtle/crude, and viscor¡s/fluid) (Zimnennan, 19gg). Diseases are classified
differently by variow authors, but may be considered to arise from
conditions sudr as defects of semen and blood, improper conduct, improper
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diet, wounds, fear, anger, excesses of cold or heat, lack of hygiene,
transgressions against gods and elders, and black magic and sorcery, among
others 0 aggt, lgZjb:123).

The place of substances such as surma and,Iejal in this scheme

aPPears to be that of cooling agents. Many afflictions that Surma and,I6jal
are suPPosed to prevent/ctue are associated with the hot sun and wind of
the Indian sub-continent. Infor¡nants indicate that both Vøiyd,as (Hindu)
artd Høkims (Unani, Muslim) prescribe Surma in the same fashion for
similar Pu{Poses. Islamic medicine is also based on a set of hr¡¡¡roral

balances, but it evolved separately from Ayurveda, is based on classical

Greek medicine, and developed in persia (Bhopal, 19g6b). While some

substances may be expected to differ in categorÞation between the two
system, the properties of surma appear to correspond. An interesting
observation is that while application of Surma containing camphor initially
stung and then cooled my eyes, surma with no noticeable camphor lacked

apparent effect. Yet all Surmas a¡e considered cooling, regard.less of herbal
ingredients. Therefore simple physicat sensation may not be the exclusive
reason for this dassification.

In conclusiorç this drapter illustrated the variety of aesthetic,

religious and medical virtues attributed to these compounds in the different
cultures of the Indian subcontinent.
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CHAP:TER 5

ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS

Resea¡ch Objectives

As the south Asian population in winnipeg is of substantiar size
(approadting 10,000 people), and no immigrant $oup in North America
had been sampled regarding its use of these products, I set out to determine
the frequency and the context of the use of surma and. Kajal, as werl as to
collect samples for chemical analysis and microbiar anarysis (testing for
bacterial contamination). As initial investigations suggested that complex
and ancient beliefs were associated with these practices, interviews rather
than questionnaires were conducted to gain as much contextual
information as possibre. I designed my researctr plan to;

1: Detennine the frequency of Surma/Kajat use locally
2: Catalogue the motivations/characteristics of individual users

of Surma artd R(vljat

3: collect information regarding the historical, religious, medical,
aesthetic and syrrboric associations of surma and Kajat

4: coruider the use of surma and Knjar in the context of
immigration and acculturation

5: collect sampres of, surma and Kajat from info¡mants

6: Detennine their potentiat risk to health through laboratory
testing and review of appropriate med.icar riterature/knowredge
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7: use ethnographic data, if suctr risks exist, to fi¡rd the most
culturally appropriate, and the most effective methods of informing the
south Asian population and d.iscouraging the use of such preparations.

8: lnform local/national med.ical community of potential risks
within their patient populations.

9: Enco'rage fi¡¡ther research where appropriate

To the best of my knowredge, this is the only study of the use of
surma and lhjal to be conducted in North America and the only one to
combine ethnography with chemical and microbial analysis. It should
thereby provide the most complete picture of the use of such traditional
preparations within any community yet studied and be of value to
researchers concerned with health issues of immigrant groups in other parts
of the world.

Access to the Field:

Access to the south Asian community was gained through a variety
of pathways. Referrals from Dr. Terence Day and referrals from friends and
colleagues served to help make important initial contacts. The leaders of
student, commr¡nig and religious groups were contacted, in most cases

interviewed, and used to identify a variety of additional individuals from
India, Bangladesþ pakistan, and sri Lanka. Requests for interviews were
usually made over the phone. Response was largely positive, if somewhat
prtz'zled on occasion and only twice was my request for an interview turned
down. Additionally, two of these potential informants requested the

interview be held over the phone. These commr¡nications were not
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Particularly successful telephone conversations were usually brief and
fornal in structure in comparison to personal interviews. people rarely
wished to tark for more than 20 minutes over the phone and seemed ress
likely to volunteer inforr¡ration about critical variables such as age and
socio-economic standing- In all other cases the appearance and value of the
home, with the occrrpation(s) of its inhabitants was used to determine socio-
economic status. when pict'res of family members were prominently
displayed, it was a simple matter to initiate conversatioru about family
sEucture and values.

Additionally,r attended comm'nity events such as religious
celebrations to observe behavior and appearance, make contacts, and.

establish a presence in the comm'nit)¡ (ie. to show that I was seriously
interested in the people and thei¡ culture).

The Sarnple

The sample used in this study was not randomly chosen, but rather a
form of "snowball sampling". In this form of sampling, each ind.ividuar
contacted is asked to provide the names of others in thei¡ community that
may be contacted for a futr¡¡e interview (Bernard, 19gg:9g). I also

encoqporated 'Tudgement sampling" where the ethnographer uses his or
her own knowledge of the population to select representatives with certain
dra¡acteristics (Honingmart,1970:26g-2Z0) to ensure that people of various
ages' backgrounds and religions were inctuded in the sample. These forsrs
of sarnpling cannot be said to be representative.

Fifty (50) interviews with members of winnipeg's south Asian
population were completed. I had some conEol over the representation of
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members of the th¡ee main religious groups in the South Asian population
(sikh, Hindu and Muslim) because the th¡ee groups represented essentially
autonomous communities with Umited interaction between them. For
instance, if a Hindu were to refer me to a Muslim it was usually because

they had a neighbor or a colleague of that religion, not a close personal
friend, and vice versa. No one outside the Sikh poputation could or would
refer me to Sikh individuals, although I frequently requested such a referral.
Through persistence I was able to ensure that members of all th¡ee religious
g¡oups had reasonable representation io -y sample.

I tried systematically to avoid any bias ir *y sample. Flowever,
because I was relying on the judgement and kindness of others to provide
me with contacts, certain tlpes of people were referred to me more
frequently than others. M*y of those I interviewed were community
leaders, had relatively outgoing personalities, and had either academic or
professional backgrounds. These individuals were seen by their peers as

more sympathetic towa¡ds studenb and/or comfortable and familiar
dealing with outsiders. They $rere also very fluent in English. Add.itiona¡y I
was referred to people who were considered "close to my (raditional)

culture" more so than average.

As such, it was difficult to convince people that I was also interested

in speaking to young,less educated, poorer or less traditional people.

Naturally, informants wanted to refer me to those whom they felt would
help me the mosg those who would know the most about surma/Ihjat and
who would be the most comfortable talking to me about it. I suspect as a

result, middle aged professionals may be overrepresented ir *y sample.
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Inten'iew Stn¡ctr¡te and Dynanrics

Interview structure was inforrral. Agar (19g0:90) detines the informal
ethnographic interview as "a repertoi¡e of question asking sEategies from
which you draw as the moment seems appropriate,,. Apart from two
telephone conversatioru, all interviews were conducted in person; usually
in the informants home, but occasionally at their place of business or
worship and on one occasion in my home. My original intention was to
tape record the interviews but I soon found that people were muctr more
comfortable having an informal "chat" so I abandoned the notion of taping
the interviews. I always had the recorder available in case I was unable to
accurately record conversation in my notes. I always presented myself in a
modest and appreciative manner, and particularly so when I was visiting
elderly or conservative individuals.

My intendews were usually scheduled with a female adult member
of the home, but often her husband would join us if he were home.
sometimes other family members would join as well. In one home I had
tfuee generations of women present simt¡ltaneously. Fortunately the senior
female was generally deferred to in a group conversation else chaos would
have reigned. Six interviews were with an adult male person. These were
usually com¡nunity readers and interviews were held at their place of
business. I fornd that the women interviewed were generally more
knowledgeable about the trad.itions surround.ing the preparations in
question, but on occasion men possessed additional technical, historical or
religious information that made their participation invaluable.

As a student,I forurd that people were'sually very friendly and
sympathetic and probabty more willing to herp than they would have been
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to someone who approached them under the mantle of a 'þrofessional
anthropologist". As many had children at or near university age, they were
inclined to be patient. Many were genuinely pleased at my interest in thei¡
ct¡ltnre and stated my inquiries had stimulated their interest in the subject
as well. surmø, they would say, was just something that was there. They
didn't thhk about how it might work or what might be in it. As a result, all
were quite willing to donate a sample of their cosmetic for testing if they
had it and others offered to obtain some from India/pakistan etc. for me.

Two samples and two traditional containers were eventually provided in
this manner.

As I am a white female, and as I indicated, Surma/Kaial are not often
thought consciously about, informants were often ptvzled.by my interest in
these preparations. While many eventually started to consider the project
interesting in its own right, a minority continued to think I was barking up
a rather dull tree, but forturately bore my questioning with good humor
and hospitalify. As a female, I found that in general my conversations with
female infonnanb were of a less fonnal and more personal nature than
interactions with male infonnants. Although men were all friendly and
helpful, they were less likely to divulge personal, anecdotal information.

While questioning male respondenb, I often found it necessary to ask more
direct questions than I would of female subjects. During the interview that
took place in my home, the infor¡nant, a middle aged male sikh, spent the
evening politely aruwering my questions and musing about his traditions
while looking almost exclwively at my husband. I also learned to bring my
husband along when I had business to attend to with priests at sikh
Gurdutaras (temples) as the presence of a chaperone made the subjects more
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comfortable. In one case I was specifically requested to bring along a

companion.

Although most interviews were conducted in English, fou¡ were
conducted with the aid of an interpreter, either a family member or close
triend graciously rending their time for the purpose. As with any
interpreter, the possibiliry of information being added, dropped or modified
existed' It was not r¡ncommon, for example for a rather lengthy description
being abbreviated to a few short sentences upon its ,,translation,,. Also,
disagreement in what the 'correct' answer was occurred on occasion

between informant and Eanslator. Although I did my best to clarify these

contradictions, it was not always possible. If the interpreter was unrelated,
the suggestion that different families had different traditions was usually
sufficient to clear things up. If members of the same family, however, were
in disagreement, they were often extremery reructant to even share the
nat¡¡¡e of the disagreement with me. In particular in more traditional
groups' the women would defer to the eldest lady,or the wife to her
husband. similar difficutties occurred occasionaily in Engrish language
interviews, where infonrtants wourd lapse into thei¡ native language to
disagree or clarify information before presenting it to me in English.

Language barriers arso became a problem when interviewing
individuals of indeternrinate fluency in English. Learned individuals who
did not speak English when urithin their com¡nunity tended to cope
reasonably well with formal, stnrctured Englistç but idiomatic language was
incomprehensible to them at times. Additionally there were occasions

when I asked a question and was aruwered as if I had asked a different
question or had the subject ctranged on me altogether. This wourd beg the
question of whether the infornant misrurderstood or were r¡sing thei¡ lack
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of fluency as an excuse to avoid d,iscussion of uncomfortable topics.

Rephrasing and repeating the question could be considered rude in such

cases, so occasionally I had to allow the subject to be changed.

Information was gathered to detennine the frequenry of surmalKojot
us€, the reaso¡ui for its use,/disuse, and the demographic and socioeconomic

characteristics of its users. I¡rterviews usually took the following formah I
introduced myself, stated the goals of my research and disctrssed some of the

Progress of my resea¡ch (when appropriate). I would then usually ask what
the subject could tell me about surma and, Kajal, specifically what the

substances were, and how and why they were made if that information
wasn't automatically volunteered, which it frequently was.

During the cou¡se of the interview,I would use appropriate

moments to elicit information about family and household, faurily history,
and personal and demographic inforrration. When necessary, I would ask

explicit questions to obtain such information. Questioru about Surma and
kjal use within the hor¡sehold were usually asked d.irectly, as that
i¡tformation was too important to risk a casual generalization. The religion
of the info¡urant was usually known to me prior to the interview (due to
conversation with whoever gave me the referral), but the decor of the

household and dress of its inhabitants, and the content of the interview

itself confi¡med this. Finally, informed consent (verbal) was obtained and
fi¡¡ther referrals were requested.
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CHAPTER 6

OBSERVATIONS

Interviews were informal. I avoided asking direct questions
whenever possible, and conducted the interview with the intent of
gathering information on the following topics:

AgelGender of subject
Household composition
Contact with Mother/Father, In-Laws if not part of household
Time of immigration to Canada
Btuth Corntry/Ianguage
Religious affiliation
Occupation

Ocorpation of spouse
Socio-economic status
surma or IQiaI r¡se in household, who uses it, how frequentry
Use of other topical preparations
Past use

Reasons for use

Reasons for disuse
Influence of religion on use
Possible medicinal qualities
warding off evil eye and its physical manifestations
Influence of extended family on use
Patlu of acquisition
Preparation in the home
Components of preparation
Knowledge of lead content
Change in r¡se pattern since move to Canada
Referrals to other knowledgeable persons
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Frequency of Use oÍ lejal and, Surma

The primary PuPose of conducting ethnographic interviews within
the South Asian population was to deterrÌine the frequency of local use of
Surma and lhiaL The following figures reflect the number and percentage

of households where one or more individuals ad.mitted to cu¡rently use

Surma or Kaial on at least an occasional basis. Many interviews resulted in
the gathering of data in a multi-generational context. Since a preparation in
use by one member of a household may be opportunistically used by other
inhabitants, I chose to analyze the data on the level of the household. as a
unit.

kiol was found to be used by tz/so (24voù of households, while
Surma was used by 9/50 (78vo) of households sampled. As the figures show,
surma a¡td/or Køjal is presently in use in a substantial number of
hor¡seholds. This use can be examined fu¡ther by studying specific variables
potentially associated with use and looking for potential associations and
explanations for those associations when apparent The following are the

variables that have been considered at this time:

Aæ If the age of the principal inforrrant was an important factor
i.e. if the use of. surma/Kaiel was declining over time, a co¡responding

pattern should be present between age cohorts. please note that ,,age,,refers

to the age of the principal infor¡nant, while r.¡se is recorded by household.

Ttrerefore, while the great majority of principal infor¡nants (or their spouse

who is of a similar age) were also the users of these products, in a few cases,
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the user was a member of a different generation within the fanrily (mother,
daughter, etc.).

(See Table 7) Both Surma artd, Kajal use were for¡nd to increase with a

corresponding age in the infornant. use was lowest in the 2s-gsyear age
group and increased thereafter. The use of lejal was maintained in a
somewhat yo'nger age group (3e50 years) in a greater percentage than
Surma' This is not surPrising considering the greater availability of Kajal for
purchase locally and the ability to p'rcha se Kaiat in pencil form, more
convenient and 'modern' than the powder and stick form of surma (which
is not readily available in local stores).

$ocio-economic Status (Table 8) Socio-economic status was estimated by a
combination of occupation of informant and type and value of residential
property. Questions about household income were not asked, in the
interviews and the scale r¡sed is therefore not necessarily comparable to
similar scales in other studies. The categories assessed and assigned were as

follows:

studenh university student maintaining their own household.

Lower: Employed, living in aparbnent

Middle: Employed, homeowner with property valued <g0,000

upper: Employed, homeowner with property varued g0,000-120,000

Professional: Employed, homeowner with property valued 120,000+

and/or Professional occupation i.e.) Physician, University professor, etc.

use of both surma and Knjar is found in almost every socio-

economic category. It is significant to note that the use of these products
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Table ?

Age Total Reeponeee Kalal Ucere Io Surma Ueor¡ % Elther %

25-35yrc t6 I 0.25% 2 LZ.SO% 2 t2.SO%

36-50 yrs 21 l 33.33% 3 14.29% I 42.88%
í

46.15%

{
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Table I surm, and Krrrl u"e bv so"ro-Economr" St"tus

Ratlng Total Reeponeec Kalat Ueerc % Surma Ueer¡ % Elther eh

student 10 2 2o.oo% 0 o.oo% 2 2'.ooqo(Avg. age 3t yrs)

Lower41ZE.007o12S.OO%125.00%
(Avg. age 31.25 yrs)

lllddls 
's 

I o.6ruo s gg.gg% 4 2'.orîo(Avg. age 49.1 yre)

Upper 7 4 57.l4Io 1 14.29% S 71.4g%(Avg. age rf6.l yrs)

Profeeelonal 14 4 28.57% 2 14.29% S gs.Tl%

\¡
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does not seem to have been abandoned completely by any segment of South
Asian society. The r¡se of the two cosmetics does, however, appear to be

most prevalent in stightly different socio-economic levels. The use of Kajal
is concentrated in the uPPer and professional classes, while Surmais mostly
r¡sed by the lower and middle classes.

Urban *"ral Origin Cfable 9) Both Surmø and KajøI ¿ìre seen to be used
in Households originating from both ru¡ar and urban areas. kiatuse was
predominant among urban residents, while surmawas used primarily by
those with n¡¡al origins. This is surprising, as lhjal is prepared from
materials already found in the home, and is extremely easy to prepare, and
therefore would be thought to be popular among rural residents, while
surma or the rock it is growrd from must be purchased. This may be

partially the result of a tendency for city dwelling women to be exposed to
western influences, as a fuial pencil is similar to a western eye-riner.

Additionally, it is arguably more portable than surmaand easier to apply,
and would again appeat more to urban dwellers. Some informanß reported.

that l&iøl manufactu¡ers began marketing their product aggressively in the
1960s and continue to do so. Such campaigns are more likely to reach u¡ban
residents.

Mother Tongue (Table 1O Illustration 7) When use of Surma/ Kaial is
exa¡nined according to the mother tongue of the informant, and that
distribution is compared to a.simplified Language map of south Asia, the
overlapping spatial disribution of these preparations (as represented by the

sample) can be observed. The use on surma is restricted to pakistan,

Bangladesh, and North India, while Kajal appears to be used throughout the
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T"bl" 9 Srrr, 
"nd 

K"'-, U"" b" Urb"ilRurl Orlgln

orlgln Tohl Reeponaoa Ralat users % surma ueer¡ % Elther ro

urban 34 10 29.41% 4 11.76% 13 g8.24rc

1 12.5OJ% 3 37.50% 3 37.50%

{
@



urdu(N'w'G') 6 2 33.33% 4 60.07% 4 66.07%(Paklstan, U.p.)

.Punfabl (N.W.C.) 14 1 7.14îo Z 14.29% 1 7.14%(punfab)

Hrndr(N'c'r 5 3 60.00% 0 o.oo% 3 60.00%(u.P.)

Bengat (N'E') 11 I 9.09% 2 18.18% 3 27.27îo(Bengal, Bangladeeh)

Gugra',0r'c') 2 2 roo.oo% o 0.00% 2 ro0.oo%(Gugrat, Bombay)

Tamll(S.) S Z 4O.Oo% o o.0o% 2 40.00%(South lndla, Srl Lanka)

SlnghaleeetOO.OO%00.00%O0.oo%
lS¡l Lankal

{
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Illustration 7 simplified Language Distribution Map of south Asia

(After Schwa¡Eb er g, !992:100)
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region b¿t most frequentry in the centrar and, southern regions of India.
This may be seen as support for the hlpothesis that kiatis an indigenous
product, originating in south Asia, while surma is an import with origins
in the Mddle East.

Number of Years in canada (Table 11) The use of Kajøl is the highest in that

Foup of individuals that has been in canada the longest time; (20+) years.
This difference may reflect the fact that (as reported by several inforsranæ)
use of traditional producb is decreasing in South Asia. young women there
are more likely to use commercial eye-liner and therefore more recent
arrivals to Canada are also more likely to use it. Individuals whose period of
residence has been longest are more likely to reflect the popular customs of
their youth in thei¡ homeland. The same pattern is not seen in the use of
surma where the intermediate group (G20 yrs) has the highest frequency of
use, and the overall differences in the frequencies between groups are much
smaller' This suggests that Surma use is not declining at the same rate as

fuiol use in South Asia or that the motivations of Surma users differ in
some way from that of kiol users. Specifically the medicinal and. religious
values attributed to Surma may have remained more constant over time.

Religion (Table 12) AII infor¡nants belonged to one of four religiow
groups; Hindu, Muslim, sikh or Buddhist. Because there was only one

Buddhist respondent, this category was not included in the analysis. Use of
kjol among the Hindu group and, surma among the Muslim group were
quite hish, while any other r¡se of either substance by any of the groups was

considerably lower (but still significant at7.6g to 15.38 percent). This reflects

a reality frequently reported by inforurants in interviews; that use of Surma
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Table ll surma and Karal users bv Number of years ln Ganada

Years ln Ganada Total Recponeec Kalat usere % surma ueerr % Efiher îo

r'5 yre 15 3 z'.ooafo 2 13.33% 4 2s.87qo(Mean age 3O.O)

6'20 yrc 17 3 17.65% 4 23.53% 5 2s.41ro(Mean age 44.S)

2(Þyre I 4 44.44% I 11.11% 5 55.56%(Mean aqe 49.17t
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Rellglon lotal Reeponeec Kafal usere % surm¡ uee¡e % Efiher uo

ltndu 29 10 49.48% 2 8.70ro I I 47.89%

. 
stkh 13 1 7.69% 2 15.38% 1 7.69%

iluellm I e . 5 3S.46% 5 38.46%
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rs more coulmon among Muslims. This is likely a reflection of its ties to the
Middle East and slutbolic value within Islam. Some Muslim infor¡nan*
related the story of Moses on the Mor¡nt as fi¡¡ther ind.ication of the ties
between surma and Islam. The story is told as follows (from a variety of oral
recitations):

The prophet Moses wanted to know what the appearance of Godwas' God. refused, saFng that Moses could not bear to wi¡ress hisillumination, 
|-fos-9s þerõistea (Moses *;;; partiorlarly ,þushy,,

propher) and rinalry God 'plenlgd: {hg one of th";ä}i;ils heT^¡ore (or exposed th:-qp9-f his [ttle tingãr, or alrowed one shaft ofhis illumination to fall). The-light fro*"tf,ís exposure (suggested
by one b !: the burning bush)"instantly ca.rsea the rock next toMoses (or the mountairl, Mt. Sinai) to óomUust and turn to ash.That mountain is where Surma comes from fo. oJ6".ir;.;.from).

The frequency of the use of Kajar among the Hindu group is a
reflection not onry of ie rong use among the people of the Ind.ian suÞ
continent, but also its use in traditional dance. cosmetics and
ornamentation in general seem to be emphasized among the Hindus more
so than among either of the two other groups. In Eaditional professional
Indian dance, kjøl is worn with other decorations not only to make the
eyes aPPear larger and more beautiful, but also to exaggerate it and, increase
thei¡ visibility. A da¡k elongated line of Kajat drawn all arowrd the eye
allows dramatic eye movements and facial expressions to be more apparent
to the audience- As demonstrated to in an instructional video prepared
locally, this application (whether Koiot or any other eyeliner) is extremely
effective. Although forurar dance is not barred to non-Hindus, it is
traditionally associated with Hindu (Shivite) temples and is essentially a

Hindu tradition in south Asia. This appreciation for dance and its
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ornaments may be one reason the use of Knjat has persisted into modern
times. certainty I have been told that local anateur and professional
dancers of the several Ind.ian dance troupes and schools in Wiruripeg wear
kiol as a part of their accoutrement, although some do prefer liquid eye_

liner.

The Sikhs sha¡e cultural and religious values with both the Hindus
and the Mr¡slims. The use of surma among the sikhs is intermediate
between Hindu and Musrim we. sikhs who were interviewed
demonstrated greater general knowledge than Hindus of the uses of and
preparation of Surma. Their familiarity with the material matched that of
the Muslims' If asked whether Surma or IGiaI was more com¡nonly used in
thei¡ region of origin, a sikh informant would be just as likely to answer
'Kajal' as 'Surmø'.

Grouped by Religion) (Table t3)
Besides recording the frequency of the use of lhjat/Surrna,I also

endeavored to identify which households had characteristics that could lead
to futrr¡e Surma ot Kajøl r¡se. A hor¡sehold was considered at risk for future
use if: surma and/or r*iol were presently in use, they had recently been
nsed, there was surma or lhjar in the house, though not presently in use,
members of the household had put Surmø or KajøI on their children in the

Past (future drildren or grandchildren may be affected), or if a non-resident
family member had applied the substance(s) to a household member in the
past

The biggest difference in the distribution between this and the

previous category was the increased likelihood of the use of Surma,and to a
lesser extent Uol among the Sikh population. This is directly related to the
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fact that sikh households in wiruripeg are more likely to be multi-
generational than households in the Hindu or Muslim categories. Thus, if
parenb are too btsy or too 'modern' to bother with Eaditional practices,
grandparents, who share in child care, may be available to continue such
traditions. I suspect that in a broader sampling of sikh families, or if these

households were monitored over time, a larger percentage of households
may be for¡nd to employ Surmø and,lor Kajal.

Reasons for the Use of Surma and,Kajal

Explanations given for surma and,Kajal use were varied and
corresPond with many of the literary sources already discussed in this text.
The following are those reasons grvery not necessarily in the order of thei¡
importance. Religious and regional associations are discussed where
appropriate.

Surma

Cosmetic Surma,like lhial, is considered an important cosmetic. Hindu,
and to a lesser degree Sikh women have an entire a¡senal of trad.itional and
modern cosmetics at thei¡ disposal. Muslim women, however, are often
discouraged from wearing any cosmetics other than su.rmø,so it is
particularly important to them in this capacity. Surmais considered to be

more subtle in appearance than Kajal, especially if applied the day before,

and is preferred by some for that reason. surma,as a cosmetic, is worn by
women and child¡en, and although surma is said to have once been worn
by men for cosmetic purposes, this is a practice that is currently rare in India,
and u¡rknown in Canada among the informants.
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Medicinal surms's value as a medicine takes primacy over its use as a
cosmetic. white surma is used exclusively for the treaturent and
prevention of octrlar disorde¡s, while black Surma serves both medicinal
and cosmetic functions. when used for medicinal purpo ses, surma is
applied at night, in this way even men may use it as its appearance is
considerably faded by morning. A varie ty of surma preparations are
available for various purposes, and they are employed as much for their
cu¡ative properties as for their preventative properties. Like Kajal, Surma is
considered to strengthen and cleanse the eye and to prevent the need for
eyeglasses, although Surma is usually considered to be the more powerful
medication in areas where both surmø and Kaial ¿ue co*mon. Among
most Hindu and Muslim subjects, surma was considered too strong a

medication for infanb and too difficult to apply to them (wiûr a rod rather
than with the finger). The use of Surma was therefore reserved for adults
only, or for older children. However, among many sikh respondents,

Surma was considered to be an appropriate and preferred product for use on
infants. some women claimed that if they didn't apply surmaevery day
their eyes immediately became i¡ritated. surma was seen by some to be pure
and harmless, and as a natr¡¡al substance to be hlpo-allergenic.

warding off the Evil Eye surmais also used, in the forn of a dot on
the face, ear, etc. of a child among groups that empl oy surmafor other
reasons' The majority of informants, however, considered. Surma inferior
to l(niøl for this PurPose because as a powder, it does not ad.here to the skin
as effectively as kiø|.
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Religion (Muslim) Because Surma is said to have been worn by the
prophet Mohammed, Muslims will wear surma in an exercise of
veneration and admi¡ation. As previously stated, some Muslim women
feel that Surma is the only cosmetic they can rvear and be true to their faith,
and even men, particularly on Fridays or on religious holidays such as Eid
(the festival following the month of Ramadøn), may appry surma to their
eyes as a devotional exercise.

Habit No real reason to quit. A practice that had been maintained for
several years and become part of a daily routine. Those who used surma
often could not state a specific reason for the practice. sometimes they
mentioned 'tradition', implying cultural or ethnic association, and in fact I
feel that maintaining cultural identity is an important motivating factor for
many such users. They, however, were more likely to see their behavior as

the result of simple familiarity with the products: they had used them for so
long that they didn't feel "right" when they didn,t.

Younger women who wore Surma d.id so alnrost exclusively because

of its association with Islam. Their mothers and grandmothers, while
frequently mentioning Islam in their reflections, seemed equally motivated,

by Surtru's tonic and cr¡rative properties. They were also likely to claim that
they felt very uncomfortable when they didn't wear surmø after so many
years of daily use.
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Reasons for Not Using Surma

Individuals who did not wear surma were likely to give one of the
following reasons as to why: too old-fashioned, too messy, stings the eyes,

bad for the eyes (gritty,infections), can't get it here, use eye drops instead,
too difficult to apply, afraid of scratching a baby's eye, or not a tradition in
my area.

I&jal

cosmetic Kajal's primary use seeuu to be that of a cosmetic, especially
when used by "t adult. Kojot is worn exclusively by adult women and
dtild¡en of both sexes. Large, dark eyes are considered to be synbols of
beauty throughout South Asia, and, Kajat worn in (the conjunctivae oO the
eye and occasionally around the eye help ilt¡¡¡6,ate and decorate this
beauty' Kajal may be used on infants from almost the time of bi¡th onwards.
kial may be used as a syurbol of joy, and is frequently worn by Eaditional
dancers.

Medicinal l&jal's medicinal properties may perhaps best described as

similar to those of a tonic rather than a strong ctrrative medicine; a general,
all-purpose preventative and health generating prepara ü,on. KajøI is often
thought to Protect the eyes from the effects of the sun (dark color) and wind
(by clearing dust out of the eye). It is thought to prevent eye d.iseases,

particularly Køial that contairu camphor, mint or another medicinal herb.
r*jal made with mr¡sta¡d oil is considered beneficial as mustard oil is also a
medicinal product. When kiat is applied to the eyes of infants it is thought
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to strengthen the eye and reduce the likelihood that the ctrild will need
prescription eyewear later in life.

It should be noted that people whose origins were in the northern
regioru of South Asia (North Asia, Pakistan, and Bangladesh) where Surma
is also coûlmon were less likely to extol the virtue s of lhjat as a med.icine
and more likely to coruider it a simple cosmetic with minor beneficial
qualities' Individuals from the south of India, and to a lesser extent, Bengal,
were more likely to be familiar with a variety of, Ywjat preparations which
were considered proof against a variety of ophthalmic disorders.

warding off the Evit Eye This is a frequently referred to reason for
the use or Kaial among children. Although a small number of informants
thought that application of Kajal to the eye would act in this capacig, the
overwhelming number felt that kiol did not ward off evil when r¡sed this
way. Instead, a dot of. ywjat would be placed on the forehead, cheek, chin,
neck, hairline, or behind the ear of the child, thus protecting them from the
jealous, negative thoughts of others. Even well-meaning adults, including
parents, can direct ,,naznr,'(bad 

sight, evil sight) towards a child simply by
focusing too much attention at them, but jealous individuals are usually
considered more dangerous. The black dot is considered to act as protection
in one or all of the following ways: This 'blemish' spoils the perfection of
the beautiful ùild, making it less likely to be the object of jealousy; the dot
distracts the gaze of the offender, preventing their evil gaze from focrcing
on the úitd itself; and the black color of the Kajat confers protection from
evil forces.

Any beauËfut úitd, adult, item of clothing, building, new car, etc.. is
potmtially at risk for the evil eye. A mucrr admired saree may be torn, rong
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beautiful hair may become tangled, a car may crash, or in the case of an
unprotected drild, sleepless nights, excessive aying, d.iarrhea and iltness
may result' The r¡se of kful as protection from the evil eye is familiar to
individuats from all parb of south Asia, and members of all religious
grouPs spoken to (Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh, Muslim) admit the use of Kajat in
this context in thei¡ home communities. Most informants called this a
superstition, not a rear concern. Musrims in partiarlar and sikh priests
consider this the belief of the uneducated and/or n¡¡al. But, at least one
yor¡lÌg Hindu couple continues the practice, and several Hindus and Sikhs
confessed, in a somewhat sheepish manner, that they think there might ,,be

something to it". so although this behavior may be seen as backwards to
some, and not be practised r¡niversally, it is still very much a part of the
consciousness of the people as a whole.

Habit As with surma, kiot use likely does relate to the maintenance
of ethnic identity. users often do not acknowledge this and insist that their
use of kiøI is simply the maintenance of a comfortable habit.

The reasons $¡omen gave for wearing rsiat differed somewhat across
generation. Teenagers and women in their early twenties usuarly wore
fuial as part of their Indian dance costume. Those young women who wore
kial on other occasions often stated its importance in declaring or
maintaining ethnic identity. They were untikely to wear it out of mere habit
or for medicinal purposes. Thei¡ mothers and grandmothers, however,
were more likely to wear Kaiøt out of life-long habit or for its medicinal and
tonic properties.
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Reasons for not using Kajat

Those who didn't use kiol Iikely gave one of the following as the
reason: too old-fashioned too darþ too greasy, too messy, don,t wear make-
up, don't have time (children), bad for the eyes (impurities, infections),
doesn't look good on me or eyeliner is more readily availabre.

In sr¡¡nma¡y, the tlpical Koiot user was over 35 years of age, of upper
dass or professional backgroun4 and had u¡ban origins in South Asia. She
was likely to have originated in central or southern regions of South Asia,
to have lived twenty years or more in canada, and to practice the Hindu
religion. surma users were likery to be over 5r years of age, to have middle
or lower dass status, and to have ru¡al origins. They hailed from pakistan,

Bangladesh, or northern India, had lived in Canada for six to twenty years,
and were Muslim or Sikh. Since approximately 47vo ofall South Asians in
Winnipeg a¡e Muslim or Sikh (see Table 6) and thei¡ average incomes
suggest that the majority are middle class (see Table s), surmause may
potentially be quite courmon in south Asian homes in winnipeg. This
disnibution would be noteworthy if laboratory testing did indeed determine
that surm¿s used localty posed a th¡eat to the health of its users.

Surma artd l&ial were r¡sed for a variety of reasons. The religious and
medicinal benefits of surma were frequently given as reasons for its
application. In comparison, the primary use of Kniot was that of a cosmetic.

Its tonic properties were also frequently referred to, usually in the context of
its application to infants and children, but it was less likely than Surma to be

considered a cr¡rative medicine. A dot of Kaial on the face was comuronly
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mentioned as a popular folk means of protection agairst the evil eye,
although some informants tended to minimize this function.

A sample size of 50 was chosen as a nu¡rber that, hopefu[y, would
accurately reflect trends in surma and, Kajar use in winnipeg. Although an
ideal sample would of cou¡se have been larger, time and financial
constraints necessarily limited ib size. I can conclude that given the
consistency in the knowledge, use, and perception of surm¿ and Kajøl
observed during the gathering of ethnographic data, a larger sample size
would have produced very similar results.

Surma andKajal as Ethnographic Art

Throughout this text I refer to surma artd, Ihjat as ',medicinal
cosmetics" to indicate that their role is not purely decorative. In fact, Surma
and IGiaI fit quite comfortably into the categories of 'body ornamentation,
and even 'ethnographic a¡t'. Ethnographic art has been consid,ered in a

variety of contexts. some of the ways ib srudy has been approached are as

follows:

It may be seen as a ftmctional tradition; not c¡eative or aesthetic but
rather a practical instrument of commr¡nication and purpose. Structu¡al
erplanations for ethnographic art exist where the psychological and logical
internal processes that relate to any art fonn are focused on. Art may be
alternatively be corsidered an 'Tconic grammar,,(Faris, l9T2;7) its meaning
conceivably readable (Faris, l9Z2;*g). Ethnographic art may be considered as

structu¡ed and systematic; it can be best rurderstood when broken down into
elements of colors, shapes, etc. (O'Hanlon, 19g9;17-lg).Faris (lg4i-,$g) for¡¡td
tttat Nuba personal art did indeed have imporant aesthetic value, contrary
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to what other sdrola¡s might have led him to expect. Finally, ethnographic
art (and body decoration in particula¡) is a means to harness supernatural
power: "Body decoration equips man with the annament necessary to
invoke the magic Powers which he believes to be inherent in the natural
world" (Ebin, 7979;76).In this context it can have therapeutic powers (Gell,

7993:21).

Surma and Køial could in all likelihood be studied from any or all of
these perspectives. For the purposes of this thesis, I will consider which of
these approadres seem most suited to the study of surma and Kajat, grven
my observations in the field. However, I will not delve into the theoretical
issues that could result from such a study at this time for several reasons.

Apart from criticisms that have been made of these orientations, in
particular the stn¡ctr¡¡al approaches by several authors, my research plan did
not provide me with the tlpe of detailed focus on ornamentation in general
that would be necessary to competently address these issues. Surma and,

kjol are part of a rich tradition in ornamentation; cosmetics, jewelry and
dothing are all extremery important in personar adornment. They arso vary
greatly throughout the Indian sub-continent. An appropriate study of south
Asian body art would most effectively involve a detailed and lengthy study
in South Asia, not among an immigrant population where trad.itions have
become diffused in a somewhat unpredictable pattern. Any conclusions

from such a study in an im:nigrant group would be considerably weaker

and in any case would involve a lengthy sEetch of fieldwork focwing
specifically on ornamentation. Although a fascinating study unto itself, this
is beyond the scope of the present thesis. It is also not necessary in order to
answer the questioru I initially asked, and so I have chosen not to do so.
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Nonetheless, it is apparent that surma and,Ieiat do serve some

functions cornmon to other ethnographic art. They have an aesthetic

appeal' Eyes adorned with lhiat or Surma appear larger and are considered.
to be particularly attractive. Kajal artd, Surma fill medical and supernatqral
functions. They have a commr¡nicative fi¡nction. wearing surma and
fuiol exPresses joy; this is particularly apparent when a widow in mourning
ceases to wear eye cosmetics. This syrnbolic gesture of loss may in ibelf cause

additional grief to family members. Finally, among immigrant minority
groups' surma and Knjøl use may be used as a declaration of
ethnic/religious identity; a particularly powerful and complex ',message,,.
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SIIRMA AND I<ATAL IN THE RECENT MEDICAL LITERATURE
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CHAPTER 7

SURTUTA AND /&IIAL IN THE RECENT MEDICAI LITERATTJRE

I initially became aw¿ue of a scientific intere st in Surma through the
discovery of several articles in various medical journals that suggested a)
that Sur¡nas are frequently characterized by high lead content in the form of
Lead Sulphide (Pbs) and b) that this lead may be ingested or absorbed in
some fashion and thus present a threat to those wearing these products. I
shall therefore review the current literatur e on Surmø to outline what
support exists for the theory that surma use can cause lead poisoning. I
b"gto with an outline of the physiological effects of lead and then look
specifically at the issue of lead in Surmø.

The Toxicity of Lead

Exposure to lead is well known to cause a variety of slurptoms
including abdominal pain, corutipation, vomiting, irritabiliry, drowsiness,
ataxia, stupor and fatigue OValdron and Stofen, 1974:tlt).As welt,low
levels of lead have been associated with impaired mental deveropment,
hlryeractivity (wardron and stofen, r974:r27-g), ch¡omosomal

abnor¡nalities, increased risk of miscarriage (National Academy of Sciences,

7980:7), neurological dysfirnction, fine motor dysfirnction, impaired concept
for¡nation and altered behavioral profiles (Grant and Davi s,l9g9) and in the
most extreme cases, death.
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While exPosure to lead is considered to be largely a problem of thi¡d
world counEies, to¿t rFiatized nations may also be susceptible. In Canada
there is armple opportunity for human contact with lead from sources such
as fossil fuel combustion, waste incineratiorç lead production, ind,ustrial
applications of lead, production of other metals, and cement manufactu¡e
among others. Lead intake is associated with living downtown or near
smelters, with the ingestion of interior paint, with smoking and wine
consumption and with consumption of produce from family gardens
(Nriagu, 1986:61).

Lead may be breathed in, absorbed through the gastro-intestinal tract,
or absorbed through the skin; only in the case of the organic compounds of
Iead is absorption significant, but traumatized skin absorbs three to for¡¡
times as much lead as uninjured tissue. Lead is tsansported by the blood
where most of it binds to red blood cells, is taken up by soft tissue including
the liver and kidney, and is taken up by bone. Finally, lead is excreted,

through the gut (feces) and th¡ough the kidney (urine) ovald¡on and
Stofen, 7974:38-59).

The effecb of lead on children ¡ue much more serious than on adults.
This is in part due to the sma[er body size of children, meaning higher
relative concentration of lead in the body may result, but more importantly
due to the devastating impact read has on the deveropment of the living
organism. Lead intoxication co¡nmonly leads to the development of lead
lines on the skeleton of the child, indicatioru of disruption of growth.
When overt syurptoms of plurnbism are present, d.iagnosis and treatment
can follow with reasonable certainty. However, when there are no clinical
s)¡mptouls evident, and blood lead levels are less than 60 ¡tg/100 mr,
pennanent cognitive damage may still result. Faust and Brown Qggn
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conducted a matched pair study of children with a past history of
moderately elevated lead levels, but who had been without elevated lead
levels for at least a year. The experimental group scored lower on measures
of motor skill, memory, ranguage, advanced spatial functions and
concentration' It is apparent from this and other studies that even relatively
low, short terur exposure to lead may exert a pennanent ha¡mful impact on
cognitive functions of the brain.

Lead interferes with the ongoing development of the human central
nervous system' As lead is also known to cross the placenta and collect in
fetal tissues, overt congenital lead poisoning in infanb can occur and does,
especially in infanb from third world countries (Dietsiclt et al.,lggn.As the
developing fetus is particularly susceptibte to teratogens, both fetal growth
and postnatal behavioral development can be easily impaired.

Dietrich et aI. (7gg7) reviewed nu¡nerous stud.ies that indicated
prenatal e)(posure to lead is associated with lower birth rate, slower
gestation, developmental deficits and minor congenital anomalies. In their
own longitudinal study of the effecb of chronic low to moderate prenatal
Iead exposure' the authors found that even with blood levels less than 30

llg/ dl (generally coruidered a "safe" level), an inverse relationship existed
between prenatal or neonatal lead levels and scoring on development tests.
Neu¡obehavioral defects were present in infane at three months and at six
months after birth. Although umbilical blood levels in women in this study
were well within the range coruidered safe by the National Health and
Nutrition Examination survey, levels that are safe for adulb are apparently
not safe for the fetus. Because of studies of this We,the Center of Disease

Control in Atlanta has advocated lowering the cr¡toff acceptable levels from
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30 ¡tg/dl to 25 lLg/il (Guthrie, 7986:323) and Ferna ndo et at. (l9gt)suggesr t0
tlg/dr is the maximum "safe" btood level for very young infanb.

Finally, lead acb as an abortifactant (Dietrictr et al.,lggn.This has
been long known and is attested to by the turn of the century custom of
taking Diadrylon (tead compound) by British women to induce abortion
(Hall and Ransom, 1906). Physicians of the time recorded nr¡urerous cases of
lead poisoning and deaths in a variety of British cor¡nties.

Surma, Kajal and Lead Content

Lead poisoning has been associated with cosmetic use historically
(Hisanaga et a1.,1988, Nriagu, 1992:4-21). Although lead sulphide carurot be
absorbed through the skin (waldron and stofen, 1974:J&s9), alternate paths
of absorption through the nasolacrimal duct and by finger sucking mean
that any lead comporurd applied to the face is potentially dangerous. All
studies that have tested surma and,KohI sampres for lead content have
for¡nd alarrtingly high lead concenEations. Although there was variety in
the samples tested, high percentages of lead were common. samples ranged
from 0 - 97.8Vo lead (Fernando et aI.,lggl), l?..g _ glVo lead(Healy et al., lgÐ),
0'88.5vo lead (Moghraby et ør.,19g9) and g0 - gsvo read sulphide (snodgrass

et a1.,7973). Pr¡re lead sulphide ts g6.6vo lead, so some samples were indeed
for all practical purposes pu¡e galena.

AIi et al. (7978) sorted twenty nine Surmas accord,ing to color. White
sr¡ruras were found to contain little or no lead, black su¡mas 12 - 32volead,
and grey Surrras 74 - 80vo lead. Galena in ie nah¡¡al forrr is a metalli c grey.
Black Sr¡nnas likely included significant additions of ca¡bon in addition to
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galena. Aslam et øL (1979) tested two l&jaks and one creÍrm ,,Surma,, for lead
and for.¡¡rd only trace amounts.

The dangers of lead-based Surmas have been known since at least
1968 ovarley et al., 1968) and concern over the use of these preparations has
resulted in a fai¡ amount of attention in Britain and Kuwait, the two
countries where the most information on their use is available. It has been
illegal in Britain since l97g to sell or import Surma (Smart and Madan,
1990)' The use of lead n KohI has been banned in Kuwait (Guthrie, 19gs).

The southern Derbyshire Heatth Authority have worked to raise awareness
of health risks associated with Surma by running announcements on local
radio and television as well as distributing leafleb and giving talks to local
Asian groups (sma¡t and Madan,lggo). similar measures have been
t¡¡rdertaken in other English regions, and some airrines flyiog to and. from
the Indian suÞcontinent and Arab Gulf countries have agreed to carry
inforrtative pamphlets (Healy and Aslam, 19g6a). Nu¡nerous physicians
have issued warnings in medical journals (Fernando et aI.,lggl,Healy and
Aslam, 7986b, Gutluie, l9gg, Bhopal, 19g6c) and tesb for lead simple enough
to be used in the home by visiting com¡¡runity heatth workers have been
devised and published (Healy and Aslam, lgf!l).

Surma and Plumbism

rn 1973, snodgrass et al. reported plumbism among British Indian
drildren, in particula¡ those of punjabi origin. The onry source of lead in
thei¡ homes was lead-containin g surma. since ttten, numerous authors
have attributed elevated lead Ievels to the use of Surma (Betts d d., !g23,
Ghafour et aI.,lgu, Kershner, lgst Gupta d d.,lggo,Fernando d d., rggr,
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Shaltout et aL,l9g1, Shaltout d d.,l9g5). Frequently, cases of children with
lead poisoning were rigorously investigated and often Surmause was the
only possible source of lead that was identified.

These studies involved child¡en and infants in Kuwait and England
who displayed some of the more overt signs of lead poisoning, including
death' The association of this poisoning with Surmawas only sunnised by
the authors fosephs, 1977, Fernando d d., rggr,shaltout et aI., r9g.r.,

Shaltout et ø1.,1985). In some cases, the practice of ,,Bokhoor,,, inhaling lead
fumes, packing Kohl on the umbilical stump of the newborn (Fernando ¿f

aL,1987), ingestion of other lead-based remedies and pica (the natures of the
inappropriate materiars consu¡ned were not revealed by the authors)
(Shaltout et al.,19gl, Shaltout et a1.,19g5) were suggested as possible
additional sources of lead.

other researdrers have, however, more rigorously examined the
apparent association between Surma use and elevated lead levels . Ni et al.
(1978) took blood samples from sixty two Asian children admitted to
Nottingham Child¡en's Hospital for a variety of ailments. parents provided
infor¡rration regardrng Surm4 use on the children. Thirty seven children
had Surmø apptied to their eyes at least occasionally. Those children who
had never worn surma had a mean blood lead concentration of 20.3 t g.z

tts/100 ml, and rhose who had lvorn it had a mean of 34.2tl4.lpgll0o ml.
No consideration of other factors i.e. socio-economic status, which might
have affected the data were considered i.e. old house, paint chips, etc..

Gogte et al. (lggl) looked at 253 Delhi ctrildren to test for any
association with surma use. Eighty two were contsols with blood levels
averaging 9-6 t 6.8 ¡tg/dr. Those exhibiting pica (mouthing and eating a

variety of objects) hâd levels averaging z3.o !, rs.g2 ltgl dl,pica and sumu
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use 30.8 + lB.7 tlgldr and surma use alone 11.6 t g.a pgldr. child¡en using
surma alone resembled tùe control group, and although the overall pattern
suggests that Surma may contribute to already elevated lead levels in
drild¡en with pica, the precise nature of the relationship could not be
conclusively determined.

Perhaps the most rigorous test of the frequently reported role of
Surma in lead poisoning to date is the Nir s, al. (1992) Israeli study. Twenty
tow Kohl using i¡rfants six to sixteen months age were compared with
thfuty non-Kohl users (had not worn KohI {,or two months prior to the
sampling)' The infanb were from villages where environmental exposure
would have been similar for at! children. .I\e 

Koht users had been
"Kohled" every one to th¡ee days since birth. In the "Kohled, infants, the
mean blood lead level was 11.2 t 5.8 llg/il. The mean blood lead level of the
control group was 4.3 t z.z tLg/di. Additionally, the control group was
further broken down into two groups - no Kohl used in the infants
su¡ror¡ndings = 2.8 tz.z ttg/ü lead and Kohl is used in the infants
im¡r¡ediate sturoundings (usually worn by the mother) = 5.2 tZ.6 pg/ü
lead' These are both significant associations. Additionally, infants in the
study grouP were shorter than in the control group at three to five weeks of
age.

The only study to date testing the relationship between maternal
surmn r¡se and neonatal exposure to read was conducted by Moghr aby et at.

in 1989. The authors examined r¡¡nbilical cord blood lead levels in Arabian
mothers who used Surma or eye pencils (non-lead). They found no
significant difference between the two groups. This is attributed at least in
Pa¡t to the fact that three of the f,ot;u Surmas used by the mothers had less

than 77o lead content Their resulE, therefore, are inconclusive.
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Other Dangers of. Su¡ma

Although the lead content/elevated blood issues have been explored
with some diligence by the scientific commr¡rity, there are other potential
risla and dangers associated with its use that have only been briefly
considered' Although Grant (1974:491) reports no toxic effecb of, Surma n
Toxicology of the Eye. he does suggest it can produce minute conjunctival
abrasions' These abrasions can be doubly harmful considering the amount
of microbial contamination found by Abdela ziz ¿¡f,Alkofhi (19S9). The
authors tested 50 samples of, Al-Koht andfound high levels of microbial
and firngal contamination, sometimes alarmingly high numbers of
colliforr¡r, Bacrtlus, staphylococcus and other undesirable pathogens. More
thartTÙvo of powdered samples they tested contained more than the
acceptable standard 100 colony forming r¡nits (cfus) of bacteria and fungi.
Twenty percent contained more than 104 cfu.

Contaminated eye cosmetics have been shown to lead to serious eye

infections (Bloomfield et a1.,1988), but if conjunctival abrasions also occur
in association with contamination, the associated risk of infection in those
abraded areas increases. Because there are no apparent controls or
regulations governing the production of Surma or Kohl, and no add.ition of
anti-bacterial compounds, both opened and unused containers of this
cosmetic are likely to continue to have unpredictable risks of infection. The
degree of danger of abrasion will likely be associated with the fineness of
grinding of ingredients and the tlpe of ingredients (e.g. galena vs. carbon).

one inforr¡rant told me that a few years ago some companies were found to
have added gronnd glass to their product to increase its glittery quality. The
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Indian Government apparently acted to stop this practice, but any con¡ols
over production are u¡ueliable. Additiona[y, as Surma/.Koftl originates
from more than one natiory as well as made in the home, product quality
will likety never be standarrlized. Aslam et al., (lg4g) tested Surmasamples
for i¡on (Fe), copper (cu), 

''nc 
(z-n),silver (Ag),antirnony (sb) and

strontium (Sr) and found only trace €ìmounts.

Finally, Alkofahi et at. (t9g9) examined S0 samples At_Koht from
]ordan for thei¡ cytotoxic (ce[-deseoyrng) and mutagenic (mutation

inducing) properties. Forty percent (40Vo) of samples were found to have
cytotoxic properties. The authors claim that there are high correlations
between this tlpe of rytotoxicity and carcinogenic activity. Among samples
tested specifically for their mutagenicity, 70-z0vo were -ildty mutagenic.
The authors question whether the original stones, preparation equipment
or other ingredients are responsible for these qualities. Besides lead, Surma
arrd Kajal have also been found to contain high levels of polyclyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, whictt have been implicated in some cancers $ani et
al'' 1988). These studies clearly indicated risks to health other than those
associated with lead poisoning and possibry many other potential probrems
that have yet to be ascertained.

Frequency of, Surma Use in previous Studies

studies of surma use in a variety of groups indicate varying but
significant frequencies of use. Eighteen percent of South Asian subjects in a
Glasgow srudy used Surma (Bhopal, l9g6a). Aslam and Wilson (1990)

estimated that twenty percent of Asian Indians in the United Kingdom used

surma regularly or occasionany. Forty five ¡ærcent of pregnant women in a
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Saudi Arabian study used Surma (Moghrabi et a1.,19S9) and nearly frfry
percent of women in two Israeli villages applied Kohl to thei¡ babies (Nir ef
a1.,7992). Healy and Aslam (l9g6b) found that women who used Surma
invariably used it on thei¡ ctrild¡en also.

These figures indicate a frequent and ongoing use of traditional
cosmetics in both traditionally situated peoples and immigrant groups. The
we of Surma is a well established eaditional practice from Africa to India,
and may therefore be expected to be found wherever travellers from these

regions have settled. Even if the percentage of people using Surmain these
gloups was as low as one percent, this percentage represents several

millions worldwide and an enormously high nunber to be at risk.

Surma a¡rd Lead poisoning Ín North A¡¡rerica

To the best of my knowledge, as of the time of this writing, there has
been only one case of elevated blood lead levels associated with the use of
Surma in North Anerica. In that 1991 Californian case, a seven month old
úild who wore Surma (2l26Vo tead) was found to have elevated blood lead
levels of 39 þg,/dl. Although the child was as)¡mptomatic, the case raised,

concerns about the tlpes of impairrnent could be caused if the practice was
not discontinued (Massact[¡setb Medical society, Tggg (42)27:521-524). This
apparent low incidence in North A¡¡rerica is at least partly due to the fact
that unless blood lead screening is carried out, asyurptomatic lead poisoning
will never be detected or suspected. Until or unless a serious problem is

suspected, this screening is nnlikely to be done. Cases of lead poisoning due

to the ingestion of Indian herbal remed.ies have been reported in Ausualia
(Dunbabin et aI.,1992), seattle, washington (McElvaine et a1.,1990),Los
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Angeles (Smither¡nan and Harber, lggt) and euebec (Health and Welfare
canada, 19s9). All were adulb who had ingested pilrs or powders and
subsequently exhibited symptoms of overt lead poisoning.

Dr' Milton Tennenbein [Health sciences center, wirutipeg] informs
me that overt lead poisoning has arways been rare in winnipeg, and has
become even less com¡non with the crosing of varta Battery and improved
conditions at the winnipeg porice Deparbnent's shooting range. Lead
poisoning in children is virtualty unknown locally, and Dr. Te¡urenbein is
unaware of any association between Asian Indian origrn and increased
blood lead levels in Winnipeg.

Shortcomings of the Literature

Research projects designed to examine the link betwe en Surma vse
and lead toxicity seem to suffer from common shortcomings. variables such
as frequency of use are only loosely defined and envi¡or¡¡nental and socio-
economic variables that may skew researchers data are rarely considered.
children from lower income families are more likely to live in older
housing where lead paint may have been used. Inner city ctrildren are more
Iikely to be in contact with lead sources due to their proximity to foundries,
factories and leaded gasoline and therefore prone to elevated lead levels
regardless of exposu¡e to surma.In Arab countries, inhalation of lead fi¡nes
is a traditional remedy, 

"s 
is the packing of the ¡¡¡nbilical sttrurp with

surma. other herbal remedies includ.ing lead are used in south Asia.
Unless a particula¡ research problem is clearly defined, these variables are
rigorously examined, ürd rarge scale matched pair studies are conducted,
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definitive, quantitative statements regarding the association betwee n Surma
and plumbism cannot be made.

These studies must also take into account details regarding the type of
Surma used' High and low lead, Surmas are rarely considered separately
when associations with elevated blood lead levels are made. This likely
results in the underestimation of risk associated with high lead surmas.
Additionally, the paths of absorption by the human body need to be better
t¡¡tderstood' How significant are congenital exposure and absorption via the
nasolacrimal duct? rf surmas cause lachrymation and children who rub
their watery eyes and suck their fingers are more likely to absorb lead, why
haven't researchers considered this in their proposals? In my experience
there are marked differences in the degree of lachrymation caused by
surmas. This is apparently dependant on their camphor content. High
camphor Surmas might therefore present a much higher risk to immature
wearers. Also if camphor is added more frequently in some regions than
others, associated risks may vary.

These problems aPPear to be the result of a general lack of knowledge
about surma on the part of researchers. Generally, only lead content is

examined, other ingredients are ignored, and any socio-economic

information collected on the subjects of the stud,ies is too meagre to allow
indisputable conclusions to be drawn.
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CHAPTER 8

LABORATORY ANALYSIS

Chemical Method and Analysis

Nineteen (t9¡ grr^a samples, incruding two of the metallic ,,stones,,

or "crystals" ground in making surma were submitted to the Department of
Geological Sciences, University of Manitoba (Winnipeg) for analysis by ICp
AES (Inductively coupred plasma Atomic Emission spectroscopy). Five
Kaial samples were submitted for the same analysis. Because larger sample
sizes were needed for analysis oÍ Kajat than for surma, and because

laboratory personnel were uncertain as to the proper technique for putting
Kaiøl into solution for testin& we decided to initially attempt only a small
number of Kajal analyses. Kajal samples had a tendency to explode and clog
equipment. Five of the initial samples submitted were analyzed with
varying degrees of success. unfortunately, time limits made it impossible to
analyze any further samples once successful techniques had been devised.

samples were analyzed for the presence of the following elements:
sulphur (S), zinc (7rt), nickel (Ni¡, ¡on (Fe), lead (pb), magnesium (Mg),
manganese (Mn), calcium (Ca), arsenic (As), selenium (Se), and, antimony
(Sb)' Literary references to lead and antimony sulphides led to testing for
lead, sulphur and antimony. The other elements were selected because they
could be easily tested for by lcp AES, and because laboratory managers at
both the university of Manitoba and at ward provincial Laboratory

ovinnipeg) advised they were potential candidates for arternate/additionar
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comPonents of' Surm¿ based on the appearance of the materials themselves
and on descriptive material that I provided.

Samples were prepared in two different m¿¡nners. For the preparation
method used for testing for sulphur, see Appendix 2. For the preparation
method used for testing for all o,h., elements, see Appendix 3. This is a
modification of the placer Dome Inc. Dome Mine Analytical services
standard method.

Results For full results, see Table 14. The following is a review of those
elemenb that appeared to make up o.lvo or more of at least one sample.

Lead (Pbtand Sulphur (Sl

of nineteen surma samples, 9 had a very high lead content (Tlvo+
Pb), 3 had a high lead content (50-z0vo),1 had moderare lead level s (10-s0vo),

3 were characterized by low lead levels (0.1_10Vo) and 2 contained no lead.
Most of these high tead surmas were also associated with sulphur in
sufficient quantity (r0-r6vo) to concrude that galena (pbs) is indeed the
courmon primary component of high lead. surm¿s. However, at least one
high lead sample occu¡red in combination with virtually no sulpht',
suggesting that some other compound of lead, or even elemental lead may
occur in significant amounts.

The one sample of white surma contained only l.gvo lead, and a light
grey Surma contained 2-45vo lead. These numbers are low enough to suggest
that a white lead compor¡¡rd is not generally used, in Surmas, rather, calcites
sudr as limestone (CaCo3) or dolomite (CaMg(Cog)z) or even sphalerite
(zns) may be preferred ingredients. Sphalerite may be colorless, brown or
black (Klein and Hu¡lbut, 19&5:226). other low lead surmasmay also be
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1

2
3
I
5
6
7
I
I

10
11
12
13
11
l5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

dark grey Pakistan
med. grey Bangladesh
lighl grey Sr.¡dan
dark grey U.p.,lrdia
dark grey Bombay
dark grey punþb
dark grey U.p.lnd¡a
dark grey Bengnl
dark grey ptnrþb
dark grey Bombay
dark grey pakis{an

bone Bom@

Reglon of
Orlgln

Table 1¡l Chemlcat Analyslr

As
6tto

0.00 0.oo 3.OO
0.00 0.oo 8.OO
0.00 7.00 207.oo
0.oo o.oo lo.oo
o.01 0.oo 5.OO
o.oo 1.O0 3.OO
o.00 0.00 2.OO
o.oo 0.00 136.q)
0.oo 4.00 25.OO
o.o0 0.oo 6.00
o.oo 1.OO 9.OO
0.00 0.oo o.oo
0.01 0.oo 6.00
o.o0 0.oo 5.OO
0.00 0.o0 3.O0
0.00 0.oo o.oo
o.00 0.oo 4.OO
0.00 0.oo 3.O0
0.00 0.00 o.o0
0.00 0.00 32.OO
o.00 0.00 o.oo
0.00 0.00 o.oo
0.00 0.00 o.oo

dark grey
melallic rock pakislan

JaiKajal
dark grey

medium grey Mecca
cummercialkajal

dark grey
medium grey
Nepaliløþl Nepal

commercialkaþl
grey-black Jordan

o.oo 0.06
0.01 0.30
o.o3 1.99
o.oo 0.11
o.oo o.ot
o.oo 0.26
o.oo o.o2
o.oo 0.06
o.o7 t.5t
o.00 0.t5
o.oo o.3t
o.00 0.o3
o.oo o.oo
0.oo 0.o2
0.oo 0.00
0.01 0.10
o.00 0.04
o.o0 0.03
0.00 0.28
o.03 0.to
0.00 o.ot
0.oo 0.03
0.00 0.o7

UJ

Mgo
Nt%

Maxtmumerrort@

o.16
1.OO

o.42
5.99
o.o1
o.10
o.26
o.o3
2.80
o.19
o.o3
o.o3
o.ot
0.02
o.o1

o.06
o.o2
o.o2
o.05
o.t4
0.03
0.o3
0.06

Maxlmum error for all other elements is +/_ 6%

CaO

Nl "/"
0.48

46.50
1.32
4.15
o.05
o.20
1.85
o.o3
7.06
7.67
o.o7
o.3t
o.ot
o.o8
o.o5
o.42
o.15
o.13
o.14

28.85
o.10
o.15
1.33
0.05

Zn Sb
Wl "/" Wt
64.26 0.o0
o.oo o.oo
o.B8 0.22
o.4t o.(X)
o.03 0.01
o.38 0.oo
o.oo o.(x,
o.tz 0.t3
o.03 0.61
o.ot 0.o3
o.t2 0.02
0.16 0.o2
o.oo o.ot
0.(x) o.ot
o.oo o.o0
o.23 0.o9
o.07 0.o3

23.67 0.o0
0.01 o.05
4.40 0.oo
0.04 0.oo

38.40 0.oo
4.23 0.o0

1.8O 15.4 ZrS
O.OO O.g CaCog

68.75 n/a pbg

2.45 15.e CaMg(COs)
96.77 0.5 Pb
68.44 1 1.S pbs
9O.OO I pbs
58.77 11.6 pbs
11.57 1 1.9 pbs

70.00 t.A pbg

95.15 B.B pbs
95.48 11.9 Fbo
98.22 12.2 pbs

92 1O.S pbs

O.Ol O.I Caúon
97.26 T.a pbs

96.41 I l.s pbs

O.O2 n/a Zr¡S
96.9s 11.8 re
O.l1 O.99 CaC@
0.OO n/a Caúon
4.52 n/a ZrS
0.00 nla ZrS

S Mlneral
a % Base

Llkely

.00 0.00 .0t 0.0O nla



composed of limestone, sphalerite and/or carbon. onty r K,ajat sample
contained more than Eace anounts of lead. This sample,s main ingredient
was sphalerite (zns) which is commonly associated with galena (pbs) (Bates
and ]ackson, 1980:600).

Antimony (Sb)

Contrary to the claims of manufacturers and writers (see lllustrations
I &,12), none of the sampres tested contained significant quantities of
antimony' Ot'ly 3 contained more than trace amounts, the largest totalling
0.6lvo of the total. This suggests that not only is antimony not a princþat
ingredient, it is not likely a deliberate addition of any type. Rather, stibnite
(SbZSS) is commonty found in association with galena (pbs) and zinc oxide
(7Ão) and likely occurs io 

"ty 
samples purely because of this relationship

(Bates and ]ackson, 19g0:611). No Koiot samples contained, any antimony.

Zinc (7-n\

rn3 surma samples, zinc was the primary ingredi ent, 64.26vo,4.40vo
and 4'23vo respectively- I¡, the fi¡st 2 samples , zinc occurred, in combination
with a high percentage of sulphur These samples are likely comprised
primarily of zinc sulphide, sphalerite (ZnS). Sulphur nr¡¡¡bers for the third
sample could not be produced, so its composition is less certain. seven (z)
other surma samples contained zinc in proportions ranging from 0.1 to
4'5vo. Two lhjal sarnples contained zi.67vo and 3g.40 vo z.inc. No surphur
data is available for these sampres, but they too are most rikery spharerite.
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Calcium and magnesium are measured by the presence of their oxide
forms of CaO and MgO.

Fourteen (14) samples contained between 0.1 and 50vo cao.presence
of calcium with little or no magnesium is indicative of the presence of
limestone (CaCOg) (about 10 samples). When present in combination with
significant amounts of magnesium, dolomite (CaMg(CO3)Z) is the more
likely ingredient (about 4 samples). Both the white and the grey surma
contained calcium and at least some magnesium. In three of the sampres,
the calcium compound was the primary ingredient. Thre e KajøI sampres
contained between 0-'r,0vo and 0.'!,svo cao; they most likely derived from
limestone. In none of the three Kajals was the calcium compound the
primary ingredient.

Iron (Fe)

Ten Surma (10) samples contained iron, ranging in percentage from
0-'l'0vo to 'l'-99vo. No Kajar sample contained more than trace amounts of
iron. In no case was the iron compound the primary ingredient.

Toxicology of Elements

The toxicology of lead and galena (PbS) have already been d.iscussed.

The following are descriptions of the toxic properties of antimony (sb),

calcium (ca), magnesium (Mg), i¡on (Fe), and zinc (Zn) in the forms in
which they appear in the samples.
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Antimonl¡ (Sbì

Antimony is used in alloys, batteries, textiles and safety matches.
when it is ingested, gastro-intestinal sEess results, as does nephritis and
hepatitis, itching, bleeding gums, weight loss and anemia. Fatalities from
antimony poisoning are rare but have been known to occr¡¡ (Dreisbach,
7973:240)' Antimony sulphide, sb2s3, is quite insoluble and relatively inert
(and so not highly toxic) but can cause dennatitis and conjunctivitis (Arena,
t986:986).

Calcium (Ca)

catcium carbonate (ca co3) is a safe, insoluble salt when taken orally
(Arena, 1986:540). It is used in cosmetics (Dreisbach,l9g3:307) and has no
known toxic effecb on the eyes (Grant,l974:Z!S).

Magnesium (Mg)

Magnesium is an essential nutrient It is often taken orally in various
forms as an antacid and catha¡tic (A¡ndu r et aI.,l99l:66g).It is used in
cosmetics (Dreisbach, 19g3:307) and,has no known toxic effecæ on the eyes
(Grant, 7974:215).

Iron (Fe)

Iron is an nuEitionally essential metal, although excess exposure can
result in vomiting, shock, Iiver damage and renal failure (A¡rtdur et ø1.,

1Ð1:655)' Iron oxide does not cause a physical reaction (Dreisbach ,l9gs:292).
The tissues of the eye can be damaged by nrsting iron particles, ultimately
resulting in poor reaction to light, cataracts, graucoma, d,etached retina, and
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blindness, depending on the degree to which the iron particres have
invaded the eye (Grant, L9Z4:S9S_S9Z).

Zinc (Zn\

Zinc oxide is as innocuous as calcium carbonate (Dreisbach ,l9gí¡:302_
308)' Zinc is a nutritionally essential metal. Excessive exposure to zinc is
relatively unknown because zinc does not accumulate in the body with
continued exposure (Amdu¡ et aI., 199r:660-66r). zincsulphide has low
solubility in water, and only one case is known where it caused irritation to
someones eyes and even then negrigible tissue damage occurred (Grant,
1974:1,099).

In condusion, surma and, Kajør sampres were found to contain a
variety of elements. However, with the exception of those Surmas that
contained lead (which are highry toxic), most materiars identified were
relatively innocuous (magResium, calcium, zinc) or present in very small
amounts (antimony, iron) and therefore present rittre risk.

surma sampres frequentry contained large percentages of read, and
one Kaial sample contained 4.52vo lead. The results of the Kajal tests and the
presence of zinc and lead were particularly interesting as the preparation
methods described to me did not include the addition of any minerals.
Although most surma samples did contain lead it is important to note that
some had little to no lead and appeared to be based on carcium, zinc and
carbon compounds.
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Microbial Method and Anatysis

In 1989, Abderaz.u and Alkofahi tested s0 sampre s of ,Al-Kohl,

cosmetics and found microbial contamination to be heavy, frequently
exceeding internationally accepted standards. They also, through a series of
diagnostic tests, found samples to be contaminated by various Bacillus
species, as well as Pseudomonas, staphylococcus. and coriforms among
others. F*F were for¡¡rd, but salmoneila apparently was not This is the
only availabte study of its kind foctrsing on these trad,itional cosmetics,
although Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been associated with eye ointrnents
and S' epidermidis and P. aeruginosa with in-use corunercialty available
eye cosmetics in the united states (Bloomfield, et aI.,19gg).

Although all tests carried out by these authors could not be duplicated
at this time due to financial considerations and the unavailability of the
necessary technology, I set out to deter¡nine the contamination levels of the
samples I had collected by completing Total Microbial and Total yeasts and
Molds cor¡nts to deterrrine quantitative levels of contamination.
Additionally,I was able to carry out qualitative tesb for a limited nr¡¡nber of
opportunistic organisms. These organisms were chosen on the basis of th¡ee
criteria:

1 Presence in cosmetics in previous studies

2 Severity of tlueat to health

3 Testing Procedures: simplicity of tests and availabiliry of materials.

with these considerations in mind, and with the advice of Doug
Milley (cadham Provincial Laboratory, wiruripeg) and Dernis cote (st
Boniface General Hospital Researctr center, pharrracology Laborator],
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winnipeg) I detennined that the foltowing organisms should be tested for
qualitatively: (thei¡ brief description is taken from Dorland,s lllustrated,
Medical Dictionary, Taylor, 19gg)

Escherichia coli: A g-am negative rod-shaped bacteria, this is the
predominant organism in the intestines of humans and animals. It is used
as an indicator of fecal contamination. E. coli can cause d.iarrhea, infections
of the urinary tract, abscesses, conjunctivitis, occasionally septicemia and a
cholera-like disease in humans.

salmonella species: A group of gram negative rod-shaped bacteria
responsible (depending on particular species) for tlphoid, paratyphoid,
septicemia, gasEoenterititis and food poisoning.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa: A gram negative rod-shaped bacteria that
plays a major role in nosocomial (iaEogenic) infection, causing infection of
the urinary Eact, wounds, abscesses and the bloodstseam. I¡rfections may be
severe or even fatal. Also known to cause eye infections in wearers of
contact lenses.

Staphylococctrs aureus: A gram positive (cocci) bacteria known for causing
food poisoning and toxic shock syndrome.

AII materials and methods (see Append.ix 4) follow those in the
United States Pharrracopeia (1990:I479-l4gZ, l6fþ¡g|), with minor
modifications as recourmended by Dennis cote and Doug Milley. Laboratory
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Procedures were carried out under the supervision of Dennis Cote and, pat
DeGagne (St. Boniface General Hospital Researcfr Center). All tests were
carried out on site at the St. Boniface General Hospital Research center in
Winnipeg.

RESUTTS

A total of 13 samples of surma were analyzed for Total Microbial
count, Total yeasts and Mords and the presence of the four pathogens just
listed. Results of these tests can be seen in Table 15.

Although the number of cells of any one microorganism necessary to
initiate an infection will vary between individuals and under different
environmental conditions, limits are conunonly set at 100 aerobic bacteria
and 100 fungal ceils per g (Abdera ziz andArkofahi, 19g9) or 100

microorganisms per gram (Bloomfield.et aI.,19gg). Any number greater
than this limit would therefore represent an unacceptably high lever of
contamination' As Table I' demonstrates, 4 of l.i samples were characterized
by unacceptably high levels of contamination. Although the number of
samples was not large enough to allow statistically significant correlations to
be made, we can upon examination of the data recognize several apparent
correlations:

1 Both the 'new' and 'in-use' samples had representatives that were
excessively contaminated, however, unused materials tended to be
somewhat cleaner than in-use samples.

2 The presence of camphor (as recognized,by smell) had no apparent
influence on the level of contamination.
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Surma

11
15
18
25
34
35
38
41
100
101
102
103

Approx.

12 yrs
?

3 yrs
3 yrs

?
2O+ yrs

7 yrs
5 yrs

4 mos.

Pakistan
U.P.,lndia

Mecca, S.A.
Bangladesh

Punjab
U.P.,lndia
Pakistan
Punþb

Bombay
Bombay
Bombay

Bengal,lndia
I

cfu=colony forming unit
int'=samples were transfened ln an intermediate cont¡ainer whose sterilig cannot be guaranteed

new
new
new

l\)
l-¿

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

original
brass

brass (int.)
silver(int.)

brass
brass

original
brass

origlnal
orlginal
original
original

grey/black
grey/black
grey/black none
grey/black sl. camphor
grey/black none
grey/black s!. camphor
grey/black none
grey/black oily
grey/black camphor
grey black camphor

bone camphor
grey/black camphor,olly

none
none

16,850 cfus/g
15 cfus/g
5 ctuVg

1600 cfus/g
35 cfus/g
25 cfus

440 cfus/g
10 cfus/g
50 cfus/g

0
5 cfus/g

1300 cfus/g



Surma

1 I S0 cfulg absent absent absent absent1 5 5 cfus/g absent absent absent absentI I O absent absent absent absent25 g0 cfus/g absent absent absent absent94 20 cfus/g absent absent absent absent35 O absent absent absent preeent38 2o cfus/g absent absent absent absent41 O absent absent absent absentlOO O absent absent absent absent101 O absent absent absent absent102 O absent absent absent absent103 360 cfus/g absent absent absent absent_ 104 o

Total

u
N)
N)

Pseudomonar Staphylococcur



3 The cor¡nty/re$on of origin of the sampre had no apparent
influence on the level of contamination

4 The age of the sample had no apparent i¡rfluence on the level of
contamination

5 Even the highly contaminated samples, such as No. 11 wittr a Total
Mcrobial count of 16,850 cfus/gdid not contain the specific dangerous
organisms being tested for qualitatively. The only sample to test positive for

" 
specific organism was No. 35, which was found to contain S¡æÀyrococcw

aureus' This sample was not excessively contaminated and had been kept in
its brass container for the more than 20 years since it was last used. When I
visited the owner of the sample, she demonsFated the use of the applicator
for me and likely contaminated the materiar at that time (she carried the

, þacteria on her skin or in her eyes).
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CTIAPTER 9

DISCUSSION

Re-exa¡rining the H¡rothesis

My investigations into the use of surmø and Kajal in winnipeg have
Ied me to the conclusion that sur¡nn use here is not as frequent as is found
in cor¡ntries líke saudi Arabia and Israel where ib frequency of use among
some groups has been documented Nir et a1.,1992;Moghrab i et al.,lggg).
surma use is arso patterned differently among the wfuuripeg group than
was found among two compa¡abre south Asian imrnigrant groups in the
United Kingdom (Aslam and Wilson,1990; Bhopal, 19g6a). fire percentage
of' surma users in the British groups was similar to my figure of, rgvo.Most
i¡rfon¡rants had wiaressed the practice in wiruripeg, and some p")"r,æ or
teenage and older drildren adsritted applFng surmato them in years past. r
also observed what appeared to be surmaon a small nunber of young
children while attending local south Asian festivals and, events. However,
none of the youfig parents I interviewed were currently apptying surma to
thei¡ drildren. My resea¡crr has led me to concrude, therefore, that a rarge
scale public health campaign suctr as exists in Great Britain is not wa¡ranted.
sÊll, surma use is comr¡ron enough and, surma is for¡nd in enough homes
that if the apprication of surmø or lØjar did pose a danger to its r¡sers, some
attention should indeed be paid to the hearth risk associated with them.

In fact, the laboratory tests conducted dnring the course of this
research do support the hypothesis that the surmasin use tocally pose a
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threat to their wearers (unforrunately Kojal samples could not be analyzed
thoroughly enough for strong conclusions to be drawn regarding their
components or contaminants). First, Surmøs are often heavily
contaminated with bacteria, yeasts and molds. Although specific virulent
pathogens tested for were not apparent (with one exception) in samples
collected locally, overall contamination levels were high enough to indicate
surmas as likely sources of ocular infection. It goes without saying that
other oPPortunistic pathogens, whose presence was not specifically tested
for due to equipment and financial limits, could exist among those general
contaminants seen. Although a frequently mentioned justification for the
use of surmø is that it is cleansing for the eyes, this hardly appears likely.

second, and perhaps more importantly, the majority of surmas did.
contain large amounts of lead. Twelve of nineteen samples collected localty
contained more than 507o lead, and every sample had at least trace amounts
of lead' These numbers are comparable to the various other studies quoted
throughout this worþ leading to the conclusion that the Surmasused in
winnipeg are every bit as dangerous as those used in other parts of the
world. All lead-based surm¿s tested appear to consist of ground galena
(Pbs), as might be expected, with the exception of one sample which is more
likely elemental lead or some other inorganic lead compound. These

surmas could not, therefore, be absorbed through the skin (waldron and
stofen, 1974:38-s9), but could be ingested or hansported to the gastro_

intestinal tract via the nasolacrimal duct. Although some of the lower lead
Surmas should Pose considerably less risk, there is no information available
to help evaluate what 'safe' amounts of lead might be. Certainly in the case

of children it is better to be overly cautious. Kajat samples, while not
containing high lead levels, did in two out of five cases contain surprisingly
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high percentages of Zinc. These samples n'ere commerciany packaged and
comparatively hard and dry. one must be cautious, therefore, to assu*e
that all Kaials are safe, as a manufactu¡er could just as easily add one metal
as another.

As I have now established that surmais used localty and that those
users may be endangering themselves, I will tr¡¡n my attention to the
question of who, specifically, is in the most danger. Infanb, child¡en and
fetuses in utero can be catastsophically affected by lead poisoring. Flowever,
surtna users io -y sample tended to be middle aged women. No article has
been published that suggests that the amoun t on surmathey might
absorb/ingest would cause the adurt femare body any harm. My sampre arso
included some surma users who were younger women of childbearing age,
most often Muslims. These women often wore surmabecause of its
association with Islam. They and others like them who adopt this tradition
due to religious principles n¡n the risk of subjecting futr¡¡e unborn children
to lead exPosure. This issue should not be oversimplified. There is rarely a
wi¡urer when religiously sanctioned haditions crash with science. Great care
should be taken to not appear to be sectrlarizing religion in the name of
medicine.

My observations also lead me to suggest that altho ugh surmause is
about equal for sikhs and Hindus, one category of sikhs may be subject to
special risk; infanb and young child¡en who live in an extend,ed family
household. Many sikhs live in extended families, and many sikh
grandparenb take a¡r active role in the care of thei¡ grandchild¡en. This is
combined with the fact that only in the Sikh tradition (according to my
research) is Surmø applied to newborn infants. Some Sikh children and
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infants may be at risk because their grandparents maintain a tradition that
their parents, due to lack of time or interest, do not.

In the introductory chapter of this thesis I stated my intention to test
the following hypothesis:

Surma and Kniøl are products that contain contaminants that are
potentially harmful to their users. surma and,I&jat are used by
south Asians and canadians of south Asian descent in wiruripeg.

' By idenfuyÍng the socio-demographic profile of the users as part of
an ethnographic study, data that could be useful in reducing the
health risks associated with the use of surmalKajør will be
produced.

I think it is dear that this h¡pothesis has been validated with the
following occeptioru: that I have not been able to test Knjatas thorgugtrly as
I intended artd' surmause on child¡en Ís not as high as might rr"ol been
predicted on the basis of previous studies. I wilt next consider the ways in
which the data can be ¡¡ririzgd to reduce risk from surmalocany.

Applications of the Data

There a¡e several things that can be done to address the health rist*
that have been outlined in this thesÍs. First, I will attempt to pubtish articles
in local/national medical journals outlining my find.ings. physicians may
not be aware that suctr preparations a¡e in use in canada. once they are
informed they can in h¡rri evaluate and educate their patienb when
appropriate- They will also have one more question to ask their patients
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when s)¡mptoms of lead poisoning seem to be present, but no obvious
envi¡onmental source can be found. Ttre medical profession is highty
respected in the south Asian population. Many south Asians are practising
physicians or aspiring to become physicians. ïtrese individuals could be
contacted directly regarding my findings on surma.Th.y likely could
address the dangers associated with surmavery effectivety.

I intend to inform the donor s oÍ. surmø samples of the results of the
laboratory tesb. The implications for health could be discussed at that time. I
will make myserf available for questions from anyone who might seek
information and will act as a go-between for those who have surmaof their
own they want anaþed. Idealln a grapevine wilI deverop where
infonnation is sha¡ed informally. However, some formal measures should
also be taken to facilitate the diseibution of this infor¡nation. These may
include contacting local ethnic newspapers and radio/television shows. The
leaders of the various groups I interviewed will be contacted and asked for
their advice on how to best get the infor¡nation out.

The data gathered can best be utirized in heþing to decide who to
target and how to present the material in a culturally appropriate manner.
In the first case, I would target women of arl ages, but in particurar of chitd
bearing age whose origins a¡e in Pakistan, Bangladesh or North India. This
would likely mean first focusing on the sikh and Musrim groups.
Presenting the m¡urner in the most appropriate way is more complex issue.
Although it could not be properly tested, because fuialis largely a u¡ax or oil
based substance, it likely is composed of a much smaller percentage of lead
(if any) than surnu. It could be recomnended as a surma substitute for
sikhs or Hindus, but would not make an appropriate substitute for many
Mt¡slims' Pakistanis in particular may be particularly resistant to the notion
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of a surma substitute if their Surma use is religiously motivated. Haddad
and Adair studied several Muslim centers across the united States. Th"y
found that pakistanis more than any other Muslim gFoup favored strict
observance of Islam (Haddad and Adair, l9g7:31).

One favorable outcome of this study is the discovery that Surmn is
rarely if ever applied to the eyes of children to ward off the evil eye. Irutead,
a small dot of surma, or far more comrnonly l&jal,is applied to the child,s
face- This is a much ress dangerous practice, and does not take a high
priority in developing strategies for education and/or substitution. In some
cases the occasional use of eye drops may be seen as an acceptable substitute
for medicinal surmas, a substitution that has already been made by a few
informants.

It may Prove beneficial to stress the fact that some Surmas have very
little lead (less than 3vo) in com¡nr¡¡rications. Trris is a rather conservative
approacþ and in fact it might ideally be preferable to advise against using
surmas that contain any amor¡nt of lead, however smaü. However, this
approadt may help reduce the resistance that will likely be encountered. If
the message, rather than "Don't use sutma., is ',Test your surma,and don,t
we it if it's high lead" it may be more effective. Additionally, the risk to
infants, child¡en and pregnant women should be stressed. Again, a gentler
message "Don't take chances with those that are rrulnerable,,will be better
received than a harsh, judgmental one "Don't use surma, it will poison
you, your child, etc.". lf physiciars or others choose to be more direct or
aggressive that is thei¡ business. The anthropologist has little to gain by
offending or alienating her informants. Ideatty, concerned ind.ividuals from
within the various g¡oups shourd be encouraged to take up any ,,fight,,,

with the anthropologist (in this case myselO acting only as an advisor.
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undoubtedly, some surma users will continue to wear high-lead surmas,
regardless of what anyone does. Heary and Aslam ('r,gg6a,1gg6b) found that
some Surma users believed that surmø made in the home was safe. Bhopal
(1986a) recorded the same claims as well as the belief that surmas prepared
by holy Persons \^¡ere safe, and discounted all warnings to the contrary. perry
and Eaton (1991) report that educational campaigns about surmadangers in
Great Britain have been only marginally successful.

Implications for Health, Local and Otherwise

This study suggests that there are serious implications for local
health' If my data were extrapolated to the entire south Asian population of
winnipeg, I would estimate that surma was in use in approúmately 1600
households' of course' the sample was not representative enough to allow
for such a conclusion: perhaps I courd instead suggest that surmø may be
used in as many as 1600 households locally. Even if the number was as few
as several hundred, that number does not include households of other
Muslim/Middle Eastern families who may also use surmø. when
expanded to the rest of canada, and indeed to all countries where the
traditional users have migrated, the scope of the problem becomes even
more alarming. while surmø use in winnipeg is perhaps not frequent
enough to initiate emergency response measures, the suggestions

previously made to address dangers from surmalocally are certainly
justified' This inforr¡ration should also be made available to other urban
centers in canada, especially those that have high south Asian population
densities.
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Limitations of the Research

The most serious limitations of this research were the sample size
and the way the sample was chosen. A sample size of 50 chosen non-
randomly produces data that is not necessarily representative of the
population as a whole, although I do feel that the data gathered fairly
reflects tsends and behaviors among south Asians in winnipeg. The most
seriow danger resulting from this would be if the number of Surmausers
was seriously underrePresented and therefore the risks to local users were
much more serious than they appear. The sample is likely biased in favor of
professional informants. Sikhs were underrepresented in the sample and.
Christians were not included at all.

The relatively small number of surma samples tested is not
problematic in terms of evaluating the risk of lead poisoning. Several other
studies are available whose conclusions are consistent with my own in this
regard. However, a larger number of samples wourd have proved useful in
building up a profile of other surma components. Tesb for a wider variety
of bacteriological contaminants would be equa[y informative. Lead and
camphor are colloquially said to have antiseptic properties. what, if any,
bacterial strains might surma actually inhibit? Additiona[y, more effective
means of analyzing Kajal should be devised so that firm conclusions can be
drawn regarding it as well.

Further studies on surma might consider it within the context of
ethnographic art and the many rich South Asian decorative traditions.
Perceptions about surma and beauty might be examined from a variety of
perspectives, including those of children and teenagers both in South Asia
and among immigrant groups such as the one studied in wiruripeg. The
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most interesting research possibilities would involve travel to South Asia,
in particular North India where so many traditions co-exist. Further
ethnographic data on surma use could be gathered. Matched pair stud,ies
could be conducted to deter¡nine how frequently and heavil y surmahas to
be applied before blood lead levels a¡e affected. Factory production of surma
arrd Kajal could be observed and raw materials traced to thei¡ sources. yet
another r¡seful e¡pansion of this study wourd be to Middte Eastern groups.
studies in and aror¡nd Israel could examine surmause in Musrims and
non-Muslims of simila¡ economic and educational status. The resulb could
help support (or refute) the conclusions I have drawn regarding the
relationship of Surma use with Islam.

Fashions in cosmetics fluctuate over time. rn rgglthere was a
resurgence of the 'Kohled'Iook in Europe and North America. Several
fashion magazines (Frare, 1994 (April):3o Frare ,1gg4(August):49, Images,
1 994 (Spring): 14, Alh¡¡ e, 1994 (February):26) and even nelvspapers

Ovinnipeg Free press,1994 (Ma¡ch 16) promoted this ,new, look. One
publication (Flare, 1994 (Aprit):30) even featured a slightly confused
description of Kohl's history, incruding ib use by creopatra:

The ancient Eglptians used to line their eyes heavily, first withKohl and then with a black or grey powdór consisting ofploory or stibium, brack manganese oxide, burnt almond andlead.

These fashion writers appear unaware that not onry has Koftr
influenced modern beauty standards, it is still used in its original and
potentially toxic forur in many regions of the world. why this beauty
standard has proved so endu¡ing cross-cult'rally would make for an
interesting study. Additionally, the fact that this beauty standard exists in
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both Eastern and western ct¡ltt¡¡es means that the appearance of a
surmalKajal wearer does not conflict with wider ct¡ltural norms. Therefore,
Kaial and surma may be maintained longer than bindi, sinilhu and similar
taditions' This fact must be considered in any analysis of cosmetics use in
South Asian imrnigrant groups.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

The use of the medicinat eye cosm ettcs surmø and Kajal is a tradition
of great antiquity that has been maintained into the present day. south
Asians use these products for their med,icinal, aesthetic and
supernatural/religious ProPerties and in many cases do not find that their
use conflicts with thei¡ new canadian lifestyle. while not as frequent as

might have been feared, surma and, Kajal use was nevertheless found to be
prevalent enough to warrant serious considerations of their potential risks
to the health of local users.

Surma samples were found frequently to be heavily conta¡ninated
and to contain a high percentage of lead. fujat sampres could not be tested, as
to thei¡ microbial contaminanb. They appeared. to be a less likely sor¡¡ce of
lead than surma, but as only five samples were tested,, results have to be
considered somewhat inconclusive. Antimony, popularly regarded as

Surmn's primary ingredient, was not found present in a significant amount
in any sample.

while surma users may be putting themselves at risk for infection
and lead poisoning, two grouPs were identified as being particularly tikely
candidates for these problems. The first group, sikh infants and children
may be at special risk. The Sikh tradition (r¡¡rlike that of other groups)
aPPears to encor¡rage or accept the use of Surma on infants. Sikhs are also
more likely to live in an extended family, increasing the cl¡a¡rce of erposure
for drild¡en ca¡ed for by grandparenb. These grandparents may continue
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Practices that the child's parenb have lost interest in or do not have time
for.

The second group that raises concern is yo'ng Musrim women.
These women sometimes wear surmn because of ib association with the
Islamic tradition. surma brought from Mecca onHajjreplaces com¡nercial
eye-liner on thei¡ dressing tables. Many of these women will be having
drild¡en of thei¡ own over the next ten years. Although there is not a
tendency to apply surma to infants in the Musrim group, it is used on
yo¡xrg children. Additionallr, the mothers may be endangering their
tutborn children through their own r¡se of surmn.Hindus are less likely to
wear Surma than lhial, but some, in particutar those from northern Ind.ia,
also use Surma and apply it to thei¡ child¡en,s eyes.

culturally appropriate methods shourd be taken to infonn the
population about the risla they are incurring. A non-confrontational
approach, concentrating on those at highest risk wot¡ld be best undertaken
by inforuring high-profile community leaders (physicians, religious leaders)
of the findings of this study. culturally appropriate substitutions may be
reco¡nmended; where they are not available, testin g of surma in use should
be encou¡aged. Hopefully, the health risks can be minimized without
compromising respect for the traditions that have created them.
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APPENDXl

SURfuTA AND KAIALINGREDIENTS AS IDENTIFIED BY THEIR

MANUFACTURERS

The composition of surma may be said to incrude antimony (see

IllusEation 8), pearl (see lllustration 9) or simply 'surma'(see Illustrations
10 & 11; surma is occasionally used synonymously with antimony, and to
the best of my knowledge with nothing else). Alternately, no ingredients
may be listed on packaging. Camphor (Kapoor, Kafoor)may also be
included.

The following retter (see Iür¡stration 12) came as a response to a
request for information about Surms written by an infonnant on my behalf.
This same inforrnant graciously provided the transration that follows:

Dear Mr. :

This is in response to your recent letter. Antimony Nigrprn is a well
known minera} bright and black color¡¡ed. This natr¡¡ally occurring mineral
is dug out of ores. It is usually for¡nd ¡nixed with sulphu¡. Trre antimony of
Isphahan (Iran), mixed at a place called Bajur near peshawar (pakistan) is
considered the best The black antimony of inferior quarity is known as

"surmi"- It is mixed with sutphur and zinc and is quite hard. The antimony
of Kandhar (Afghanistan) is essentialry a mixt're of sulphu¡ and read.

The white antimony, which is sometimes mistaken as black real
antimony, is a varieg of ca¡bonate of lime.
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Illushation 8 surma package Insert, sample AB-4 (not submitted for
microbial analysis)
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Antimony is usualry used sep¡uately or is ground with other
medicines to cure some of the foltowing ailments: trachoma, weak eyesight,
watery eyes, redness of eyes, sore eyes, itching of eyes, faning of eyelashes etc.

It is difficutt to ascertain and tsace the history of its use. The fact is
that antimony has been used since time i¡¡r¡¡remorial. It is also mentioned
in the books of Islamic traditions (Had.ith). Its use is not recoutmended if a
Muslim is observing an obrigatory fast. Ahrnadilrya Islamic scrroor of
thought also contains these ideas.

Black antimony helps in the cleansing of eyes and in preventing the
falling of eye lashes' white antimony may be used in conjunction with and
in combination with the following: zincoxide, (?), foam of the sea, (?),brack
antimony and arr¡¡n etc. These ingredienb should be thorough blended to
prevent any harm.

(unfortunately, a sampre of the surmøproduced by this company was not
available for testing)

Most manufactr¡¡ed Kajats do not include lists of ingredienb.
However th¡ee samples did so as follows:
(1) Bhimseni Karpur O.BVo = (Camphor)

Khobara Tail 6S.2Vo most = (Cobra Tait!)
Kaiali 3.6 vo likely = (ca¡bon)

Karpur 2.4vo = (Camphor)

Wary Base e.S.
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Castor Oil 74.9gVo

Bees Wax l3Vo

Vegetable Black l2Vo

Castor Oil 6Z.9gVo

Bees Wax l4Vo

Paraffin Wax 6Vo

Bhimseni Kapoor !.SVo

Køpoor l.lVo

Vegetable Black B.62Vo

most =

likely =

(Camphor)

(Camphor)
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CHEMICAL TESTING-PREPAT{ATION OF SAMPLES FOR TESTS FOR

SUIPHUR
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APPENDIX 2

CHEMICAL TESTING-PREPAT{ATION OF SAMPTES FOR TESTS FOR

SULPHUR

sulphur determinations were carried out on a LECO induction
furnace.

T¡pically, 0.1 g of sample was weighed, onto 0.a g Mgo which was
previously weighed into a LEco crucible. The powders were mixed
intimately.

The crucible was covered with two lids and placed in the furnace. The
mixture was fired for a minimum of.7 .1./2 

minutes or until no fwther
titration was observed. The percent sulphur was read, from the titration
burette and then corrected for dilution.

Difficulties with the Research

A numbe¡ of difficulties were encountered in the course of the
chemical analysis that set the results of this research back by almost a year.
Initial delays resulted from the need to obtain a standard for antimony that
could be used to confirm the accuracy of results. Then, it was discovered that
the student who was employed in the sample preparation used incorrect
dilution factors. While investigating this, Wayne Blonski (Laboratory

Manager, Geological sciences, universi w of Manitoba) realized that the
methodology in we would not provide accu¡ate values for sulphur content.
He also decided to personally handle any ftuther procedures. As I was
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reluctant to remove sulphur from the list of elements, wayne Blonski
proceeded on a lengthy research project attempting to discover an
appropriate method of sample preparation. This proved extremely difficult,
as the individual samples were so small that standa¡d means could not be
applied. Finatly, after several months and some failed attempts, the
methods described in this Appendix and Appendix 3 were devised. Th.y
made it possible for the described tesb to be carried out
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APPENDIX3

CHEMICÂI TESTING-PREPARATTON OF SA'','PIES FORAtt OTHER

TESTS

The preparation method used was a modification of the placer Dome
Inc' Dome Mine Analytical services standard method and was presented to
me as follows:

tt*ciple: The concentration of the elements is determined by inductively
coupled argon plasma emission spectrometry, after acid digestion withl

i nitric, hydrochloric and perchloric acids.
l

r tsquipmenb (1) 2S0 mt teflon beakers
lI (Ð Teflon covers

/ô\ È(3) Teflon speedi-vac covers

ø) sa¡torius semi-micro balance or equivalent
(5) Weigh dishes

(6) Hoþlare

(7) Fine wash spray bottle

Reagents: (1) I000ppm standa¡d solutions for elements

Q) Distilled deionized water

ß) Perchloric acid (reagent grade)

(4) Nirric acid (reagenr grade)

(5) Hydroctrloric acid (reagent grade)
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(6) Hydrofluoric acid (reagent grade)

Method:

l' weigh.l gr"- samples into 250 mr teflon beakers.
2' Moisten with a small amorurt of distilled deionized water.
3' Add 20 ml concentrated HCl, cover with teflon cover, and boil

gently for approximately lS minutes.

4- cool, add ls ml concentrated nitic acid and 1 mr hydrofluoric
acid. Digest until brown fr¡¡¡res disappear.

5. Cool, add 10 ml perchloric acid (only for dry samples, paste
t¡pes too volatile in this mediuur), cover with tefron cover, and evaporate
mixture to fumes of perchroric until a moist paste is formed.

6. Add 35 ml of 3Zo HNO3.

7' Cover the beaker with a teflon cover and boil the solution for
approximately 15 minutes to dissolve the soluble salts.

8. Cool, then filter

9- Dilute to 50 ml volume with distilled deionized water

Blank All reagenb added to empty beakers as samples

"Blanks" were run as negative contrors concurrentry with sampres.
Positive controls, in the fonn of a standard solutioru and lead concentrate
cPB-l also ran at the same time as the samples. cp&l is produced by the
Canadian Certificate Reference Materials Program and contai¡u a nu¡rber of
elements in known quantities.
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APPENDIX 4

MICROBIAT TESTING

Materials and Methods

Tested samples:

A total of 13 samples were tested to identify their microbial contents.
The samples were comprised of 9 in use samples of Surmacollected from
local informants from various regions of south Asia and 4 unopened
samples of Surmø purchased locally, in To¡onto and in South Asia.

Materials and Media:

The following dehydrated media were used for testing: Trypticase soy
Broth (TSB) with Tween g0 added, Tr¡ryticase Soy Agar (TSA), Mac€onkey
Agar (MA),Bis*uth sulfite Agar (BsA), and sabou¡aud Dextrose Agar
Medium (SDA). Vogel Johnson Agar (VGA) was prepared as follows: a
solution of 10.09 pancreatic Digest of casein, s.0g yeast ExEact, 10.09
Mannitol, 5.0g Dibasic potassium phosphate, 5.0g Lithium chroride, 10.09
Glycine, 16.09 Agar,25.0mg phenol Red and 1000 mL water was boiled for 1

minute, sterilÞed, and cooled to between 45 c and 50 c. 200 mg potassium

Tellurite solution (1 in 100) is then added. cetrimide Agar Medium (cAM)
was prepared as follows: Z}.}gpancreatic Digest of Gelatin ,l. gMagnesium
Chloride, 10.09 potassium Sulfate, 1J.6g Agar,and 0.3g Cegl
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Trimethylamuronium Bromide (Cetrimide) a¡e d.issolved in l000ml. Water,
then 10.0m1 Glycerin is added to the solution, which is then heated with
frequent agitation and boiled for 1 minute to effect sorution.

Additionally, Iive cr¡ltures of sarmonelra species, E. coli, s. aureus, p.
aeruginosa and Baollus species were used in positive controls for all tests.

Methods:

Step 1; preparing Dilutions

Take the 500 mg sampre and disperse it in Trypticase soy Broth (TsB)
containing Tween 80 (emulsifier) to make 2.5 mt. Add specimen to medium
not more than t hou¡ after preparing medium. prepare d.ilutions to the
following ratios: l,l:10,1:l0Q 1:1000, and 1:10,000.

Step 2; Total Aerobic Mcrobial Count

Plate 1 ml of each dilution in duplicate and cover wittr 1s20 ml TSA
that has been coored to 45 c. cover, mix, invert and incubate (wi*t tubes of
dilutions) overnight Examine and count, taking the average of the two
dishes in n¡¡nber per g or ml of specimen. This med,iun must be prepared
and used fresh. one negative (sterile) and one positive (inocurated with
Bacilh¡s) conEol are run concurently with the test.

Step 3; Total yeasb and Molds

Plate 1 ml of the full strength dilution and carry on as io st p 2 except
use the same amount of sDA instead of TSA and incub ate *7 days at 2o-2s
c.
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step 4; Test for presence of individuar Bacterial species
Take broth growth from the dilution that has a reasonable amount of

bacterial growth observable, most likely the 1:100 dilution and sEeak growth
onto MAM (E' coli), BSA (salmonella species), vJA (staphylococcus aureus),
CAI\4 (Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Incubate overnight and examine for
growth' Positive and negative controls are nur simultaneously as in steps 2
and ¿ with the appropriate bacterial cultr¡¡e used in eac' case.

St p S; Confir¡nation tesb

Do oxidase and g¡am stain testing if necessary

LINdITS

1 Media that counteract preservatives were not used in the testing. I
assumed that preservatives were not added to this product.
2 Preparatory testing to determine whether samples or some
comPonent therein might themselves inhibit the growth of bacteria was not
carried out as samples were too small to allow both this procedr.'e and
testing for microbial contaminants.

3 *" e980:t479_!ß7, t684_gil),
recourmends 10.0 g of sample for eacrr individuar testing procedure, while
the Food and Drug Ad¡ninisEarion (19g4:25.0 t_Zl.tg)indicates that a 1.0 ml
sample is adequate for 'microbial testing'. Because of the shortage and small
size of samples, 1.0 g sanrples were r¡tilizsd here for microbial analysis.
Based on the FDA (1.0 g is equivalent to 1.0 mt in this case) criteria, a 1.0 g
sample should be coruidered adequate as long as it is remembered that as in
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any samPling, the smaller the sample size, the less representative it is tikely
to be.

4 The single largest difficulty encountered during the testing was the
inability to put sampres on Kajat into solution. I had hoped to compare the
microbial profiles of the oil based Kajals with the powdered surmas, of
whictr onty 13 samples were rarge enough to allow 1.0 g for microbial
analysis and still allow 0.5+ g for chemical analys is. I(ajalsamples were
more numerous; however, they proved impossible to put into solution or
suspension. Simply adding the sample to the TSB (with polysorbate g0) and
agitating briefly, whictr had been a perfectþ adequate method for the surma
samples proved ineffective for the Kajat.I next t,ied following the
recourmended procedure in the

(1984:25'07-25'19), whereby for oil-based cosmetics, the recommended
procedure was to add I ml polysorbate g0 directly to the sample and to
dispense the product with a spatura before adding broth . This proved only
partially effective.

No other chemicals could be found that would affect the suspension
without also killing microorganisms present in the sample. sonication,
prolonged agitation and gently heating the sample (all of which may be fatal
to bacteria) were attempted in moderate degrees. No methods, whether
recouìmended or somewhat questionable could effectively put more than
50vo of, the sa'pre tested into suspension. No laboratory brenders sma[
enough to work on a 10 ml sample were available, atthough my experience
working with the substances suggests that the sample would have rikery
adhered to the brades of the brender rather than disperse.
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Finally, as the consistency of the Kaiar samples varied from that of
dry shoe polish to Zincofax (soft and creamy), there was no reason to
suPPose that any one method (¡f found) would be successful on more than
one sample. Reluctantly, therefore, ttre proposal to analyze Kajat samples
was abandoned.
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